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ABSTRACT

This report describesthe technicalbases and use of two updated versions
of a computer code initiallydevelopedto serve as a tool for calculating
aerosol particle retention in boilingwater reactor (BWR) pressure suppression
pools during severe accidents,SPARC-87 and SPARC-90. The most recent version
is SPARC-90. The initialor prototypeversion (Owczarski,Postma, and Schreck
1985) was improvedto include the folloving: rigorous treatment of local
particle deposition velocities on the surface of oblate sphericalbubbles,
new correlationsfor hydrodynamicbehavior of bubble swarms, models for aerosol
particle growth, both mechanistic and empiricalmodels for vent exit region
scrubbing, specific models for hydrodynamicsof bubble breakup at various
vent types, and models for capture of vapor iodine species.

A complete user's guide is provided for SPARC-90 (alongwith SPARC-87).
A code description,code operatinginstructions,partial code listing, examples
of the use of SPARC-90, and summariesof experimentaldata comparisonstudies
also support the use of SPARC-90.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report describes the technical bases and use of two updated versions
of a computer code initially developed to estimate particle retention in
boiling water reactor (BWR) pressure suppression pools during severe accidents.
The work was conducted by Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) as part of a
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) study of the fission product retention
effectiveness of engineered safety features (ESFs).

The technical bases of the latest version of the code, SPARC-90, consist
of the initial or prototype version (Owczarski, Postma, and Schreck 1985) with
improved algorithms, particle growth calculation methods, entrance effects
for various orifice types, new heat and mass balances of bubbles rising in
the pool, and new correlations for hydrodynamic behavior of bubble swarms.

This report is also intenaed to serve as user's manuals for SPARC-90 and
SPARC-87. For this purpose, the following items are included: I) code
description with methods/algorithms of calculation and subroutines; 2) code
operating instructions with input requirements, output descriptions, parameter
selection guidelines, and examples of the code's use; 3) summaries of code
versus experimental data comparison studies; and 4) a list of SPARC-90 input
data subroutines.
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GLOSSARYOF TERMS

a ellipse major axis or constant

A bubble surface area or constant

Al-A4 experimental constants

ACE advanced containment experiments

AED aerodynamic equivalent diameter

Ab activity of the water solution

ammd aerodynamic mass median diameter

b ellipse minor axis or constant

BI-B6 parameters defined in terms of a and b

BCL Battelle Columbus Laboratories

BWR boiling water reactor

c parameter defined by (a2 - b2) I/2

C_ heat capacity of solids

C_ heat capacity of liquid water

Cni, Cnj, Cmi Cunningham correction factor

Cpb heat capacity of the bubble at constant pressure

Cvv heat capacity of water vapor at constant volume

Cvv average values of heat capacity of water vapor over the range

of temperature 273.2 to TI, K

Cvnc heat capacity of noncondensible gases at constant volume

Cvnc average values of heat capacity of noncondensible gases over

the range of temperature 273.2 to TI, K

D vapor diffusivity in gas

da area mean bubble diameter multiplier
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dB, db equivalent sphere diameter, bubble equivalentvolume sphere

diameter

DF decontaminationfactor

DFec DF resulting from steam condensation

D-Ci,D-Cj cumulative DF for the entire process of each particle

size i, j

DFI DF from impaction

DFOV overall DF for all particle sizes

Dg bubble diameter

Dgi initial sphericalglobule diameter

di particle or bubble diameter of size i

Di diffusion coefficientfor particle size i or inner pool diameter

Dj Brownian diffusioncoefficient
I

dj, do particle diameter

Do circulator vent diameter,outer pool diameter, opening diameter

dvm volume mean diameter

E experimentalparameterrelated to the formation frequencyof a

bubble

Ec1,Ec2 eccentricity

ESF engineered safety features

f friction factor

g gravitationalaccelerationconstant or abbreviationfor grams

mass

Gs swarm volume flow rate

H partition coefficient

hp vent depth
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I van't Hoff ionization factor

k Boltzmann's constant

kg gas thermal conductivity

m mass of solute in the droplet

MD mean difference

mE mass of condensed water as aerosol particles in bubble gas

MMD mass median diameter

Mnc g-moles of noncondensible gas in bubble

ms mass of solids as aerosol particles in bubble gas

Mv g-moles of water vapor in the bubble

Mt total moles of water vapor in the bubble (Mv) + noncondensible

gas in bubble (Mnc)

Mw molecular weight of solute

Mwo molecular weight of solvent

Mwv molecular weight of the vapor

N total number of bubbles

ni number of bubbles of size i in a flow cross-sectional volume,

moles solute i in droplet, number of particie of diameter di

nL number of molecules/cm3 of solution

NRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

nT total moles

nw moles water in droplet

P absolute gas pressure

Pmi particle mass flow rates of size i particles into the pool

Pmo particle mass flow rates of size i particles out of the pool
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PNL Pacific NorthwestLaboratory

PT pressure above the pool or total gas pressure in millibars

Pv actual vapor pressure of the water in the gas

pO normal vapor pressure of water at the pressure and temperature

of the gas

Pvb vapor pressure of bubble

Pvs vapor pressure of water

Pw pool vapor pressure

Q, Q gas volumetric flow rate or heat

r radial coordinateor drop radius

R gas constant

R2 coefficientof correlation

rc surface radius of curvature

s lengthof arc

S equilibriumsaturationratio (relativehumidity)

SE standard error [

SPARC SuppressionPool Aerosol RemovalCode

Sr saturation ratio at particle surface

Stki Stokes number r

t time

T absolute temperature

Tb bubble temperature

tb bubble rise time or residence time of bubbles in the pool

te exposure time of the moving surface

tf globule filling time

Tp pool temperature
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Ts local interfacetemperature

U internalenergy

v droplet radius

V liquid molar volume

Vb globule velocity

VB, VD Brownian diffusion velocity

Vbo detachment velocity

Vc centrifugaldepositionvelocity

Ve vent exit gas velocity

Vg gravitationalsettling velocity

Vn net local depositionvelocity

Vo exit velocity of the gas

Vr relative velocity of gas to liquid/bubblerise velocity

Vs average bubble swarm velocity

Vs settling velocity

Vsw swarm rise velocity

Vv vapor velocity

We Weber number

x vertical distance above vent exit

Xb water vapor mole fraction in bubble

Xi mole fraction of noncondensiblegas in inlet gas

Xnc mole fraction of noncondensiblegas in the gas entering the pool

Xo mole fraction of noncondensiblegas in the gas after it attains

thermal and vapor equilibriumin the pool at the inlet depth

Xs water vapor mole fraction at interface
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Greek

ab thermal diffusivityof the bubble gas

ai impaction removal fraction of particle size i

aw thermal diffusivityof liquid water

angle defined in Figure 2.2

pool liquid surface tension

AHv latent heat of vaporization

At total bubble rise time

6W differentialwork of expansion in dx done by the bubble from

pressure drop, vapor production and temperaturechange

_i parameter defined by _i

0 cylindricalpolar coordinate

characteristiclength

X mean free path of gas molecules

Xp enthalphy of vaporization

Xv internalenergy of evaporationat 273.2 K, 1 atm

gas viscosity, liquid viscosity

p density of solution/pool

pg gas density

Pi particle density

#L density of condensed liquid, liquid density

pp pool liquid density

a surface tension of solution

ro characteristicstoppingtime

_i Vv/VDi
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Ug globule volume

Un normalized globule volume
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is studying the fission
product retention effectiveness of engineered safety features (ESFs) in light
water reactors under postulated severe accident conditions. These conditions
could result from a highly degraded core and possible interactions between

the core and the concrete basemat. Elevated temperatures _igh pressures,
and very high aerosol particle concentrations (up to I0 g/m-) might be
characteristic of reactor containment atmospheres. The responses of various
ESF systems to the severe conditions are being examined both by modeling and
by experiments. This report describes the analytical models developed to
estimate the extent of retention in boiling water reactor (BWR) pressure
suppression pools.

Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) produced a prototypic Suppression Pool
Aerosol Removal Code (SPARC), described in NUREG/CR-3317 (Owczarski, Postma,
and Schreck 1985) that contains several models for aerosol particle depletion
and thermal hydraulics. This computer code was developed to calculate the
capture of aerosol particles by the wet well (pressure suppression pool) of a
BWR during hypothetical accidents in which aerosol from a degraded core or
core/concrete reaction is forced through the pool.

In the years following the development of the prototypic version of SPARC,
several improved calculational methods (algorithms) were used to modify the
code. These include a more rigorous treatment of all particle deposition
mechanisms and the hindering vapor influx during bubble rise. Also, new data
were made available that helped produce improved models for the hydrodynamic
description of bubble swarms. A notable improvement, however, results from
the recognition that the expansion work of rising bubbles in a pool produces
cooler-than-pool bubbles that have supersaturated atmospheres. This
supersaturation can lead to significant particle growth, which can enhance
pool decontamination by several orders of magnitude under certain conditions.
Also added are vent region scrubbing models, bubble breakup models for each
vent type, and detailed particle growth models. Two versions of SPARC (87
and 90) are discussed. The 87 version is more empirical, whereas the 90
version _s more mechanistic in particle growth and vent exit scrubbing.
Because these versions are identical except in these two areas, information
presented in the report will be related to SPARC-90 unless noted otherwise.

The objectives of this document are to

• discuss the technical bases of the two latest version of SPARC
• describe the code
• provide instructions for its use.

Section 2 first qualitatively describes the pool processes, then summarizes
the mathematical details of the process models. These models include the
pertinent pool hydrodynamics, aerosol captare, bubble thermodynamics and heat
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and mass transfer, particle growth, and pool entrainment. Section 3 describes
the code and its subroutines. Section 4 provides the details for using the
code including input requirements:, output description, parameter selection
guidelines and examples of SPARC-90 use. Section 5 contains comparisons of
code calculations with experimental results (model data comparisons). The
appendix contains a listing of pertinent SPARC-90 subroutines for creating
input data files.

Copies of the code will be made available to interested users upon request
to the author, lt is also planned to make the code available through the
Argonne Code Center. Although some model-data comparisons have been made
that suggest reasonable agreement between experimental and code-generated
data, the code cannot be described as fully validated. No assurance is
expressed or implied as to the accuracy or completeness of the results.
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2.0 TECHNICALBASES

This section discusses the essential technical models of SPARC-90. A
brief qualitative discussion of the scrubbing process in suppression pools is
followed by detailed model descriptions of the pool processes pertinent to
particle capture.

2.1 DESCRIPTIONOF POOLPROCESSES

This section gives a qualitative discussion of the action of the gases
passing through the suppression pool from a submerged vent to the pool
surface. Hydrodynamic and thermal-hydraulic processes and retention mechanisms
associated with particle capture are discussed along with aspects of volatile
iodine behavior related to pool scrubbing.

2.1.1 Hydrodynamics

Several aspects of the hydrodynamic processes are important to the
scrubbing process. Figure 2.1 is a schematic of the suppression pool during
the scrubbing of gases. The inlet gases can enter the pool through a variety
of vents in the various BWRsystems. During steady flow, the gases leaving
the vent form large globules that break up into a swarm of small bubbles within
a few globule diameters from the vent (see last paragraph this section).
This swarm rises to the pool surface in several seconds depending on inlet
noncondensible gas flow rate and pool depth. The individual bubbles
frequently coalesce and break up during the bubble rise period. This bubble
interaction keeps the bubble size distribution constant, even though the volume
of gas increases in the swarm as it rises to the surface (Paul et al. 1985).

GAS/VAPOR SPACE

BUBBLE BREAKUP

_o _:_o_ _,_._c_._ _ REGION

'-__---_o o

c'-,• . o
.,_. _,_o_ _ SWARM

POOL __

(Do "

o _LOBULE

BREAKUP REGION

4---- INLET GAS

FIGURE2.1. Schematic of Suppression Pool During
Scrubbing of Inlet Gases
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The average swarm velocity and the swarm diameter also increase as the swarm
rises to the surface. The swarm column serves as a pool 'pump'that
recirculatesthe pool water and helps keep it well-mixed.

Individualbubbles in the swarm are oblate spheroidswhose flatness
depends on bubble size. Each bubble wobbles from side to side as it rises.
The viscous shear of the liquid in relativemotion past the bubble causes the
bubble surface and interior to move in a top-to-bottomrotation. This movement
o,-circulationis the main mechanical action that scrubs large particles from
the bubble via centrifugal force. As the bubbles reach the surface,most of
them break up (some might recirculatewith the pool fluid). The breakup
process produces droplets; some are small enough to be carried away
(entrained)by the pool gases. The quantitativerole of entrainment is
addressed in Section 2.1.5 and the quantitativetreatmentof bubble size and
shape is discussed in Section2.2.1.

The size of the globule initiallyformed at the vent depends on the vent
type (e.g., horizontal vent, downcomer,or T-quencher)and the noncondensible
gas flow rate. The unstable globulethen breaks up as it rises. Breakup
begins almost immediatelyfor small Orifices. For large vents, tests have
revealed that globules must travel a vertical distance of about 10 to 12 times
their initial diameter before breakup is complete.

2.1.2 Thermal Hydraulics

The thermal hydraulicsof the pool/gas interactionalso affects particle
capture. Three different aspects of thermal hydraulics are involved: heat
transfer to/from the gas phase, mass transfer to/from gas phase, and the work
of the expanding gas phase as the bubble rises.

The gas entering the pool through the vents rapidly equilibratesto the
pool temperatureas it breaks up into bubbles. Moody and Nagy (1983) have
estimated this equilibrationtime to be typically about 0.03 s. In SPARC-90,
equilibrationis assumed to be instantaneousfor both temperatureand vapor
pressure. A large temperaturegradient between gas and pool can cause
thermophoreticmovement of particles. This effect is currently ignored
because the gradient is usually short-livedand of small magnitude. However,
net transfer of vapor mass across the gas/liquid boundary during equilibrium
either can carry particlesto the boundary (if condensationoccurs at the
boundary)or hinder particle movement to the boundary (if evaporationoccurs).
This mechanism is called Stefan flow and is usually considered along with
diffusiophoresis,the particle transfermechanism involvingmolecular weight
gradients. Hot dry gases entering the pool evaporatewater and hinder
particle capture, whereas high steam fractions in the inlet gas would enhance
particle capture. These entrance effects (Owczarski,Postma, and Schreck
1985) are discussedquantitativelyin Section 2.2.

As the bubble swarm rises, vapor transfers into the bubble to try to
maintain vapor equilibrium (Owczarski,Postma, and Schreck 1985). This
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entering vapor not only hinders particle capture by the pool, but also adds
to the swarm volume and providesmore steam for particle growth by
condensation.

Condensationof water vapor on particlesoccurs if the vapor pressure of
the bubble is greater than the vapor pressure of wet particles. Dissolved
particles have lower vapor pressure than wet insolubleparticles. Therefore,
the potential for growth of soluble particlesexists even in subsaturated
atmospheres. Algorithms in SPARC-90 accountfor this type of soluble particle
growth (Section2.2.5).

Supersaturatedatmospheresin the bubbles exist throughoutthe bubble
rise period. This supersaturationis caused by the cooling of the bubbles as
they do expansionwork while rising to the surface. If the bubbles were
adiabatic, the cooling potentialwould result in about a I0°C temperaturedrop
for an air bubble rising in a I00°C pool from a depth of 1 m to the surface
where the absolute pressure is 1 atm. Because the bubbles are not adiabatic
(both sensible heat and latent heat transfers into the bubble), the actudl
temperature drop would be less than 10°C. The details of the model that SPARC-
90 uses to simulate condensationon particles in supersaturatedatmospheresare
given in Section 2.2.3.

2.1.3 Aerosol Capture

Particle capture preceding swarm formationis caused by the following
mechanisms:

I. Excess steam (above the pool vapor pressure)condensationmoves particles
to the surFace.

2. Vent exit gas temperatureshigher than pool temperaturescause
thermophoreticdeposition.

3. High vent exit velocitiescause inertial impactionon pool water.

4. Bubble formation, involvescurved surfacemotion and potential particle
capture.

Thermophoresisis currently ignored in SPARC-90, and inlet velocitiesneed to
be near sonic velocities to affect inertialparticle capture.

Removal of particles during the bubble rise period is caused by inertial
deposition, sedimentation,and diffusion. The shape that best representsthe
stable bubbles during this rise period is an oblate spheroid. The larger
bubbles are flatter than the smaller bubbles. For a given bubble size the
relative velocity of gas to liquid (Vr) determinesthis shape. Figure 2.2
shows a typical vertical cross-sectionof a swarm bubble through its center--an
ellipse. Isolatedbubbles (not in a swarm) can be flattened into lenticular
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bubbles. In pure water, bubbles exhibit free surface circulation (at velocity
Vs) caused by the relative fluid velocities. This circulation greatly aids
the capture of particles by centrifugal forces and by the destruction of the
diffusion boundary layers of the outwardly diffusing (Brownian) particles and
the inwardly diffusing water vapor. The net local deposition velocity (Vn)
from all forces is the vector sum of the centrifugal deposition velocity (Vc),
gravitational settling velocity (Vg), incoming vapor velocity (Vv), and
Brownian diffusion velocity (VB):

Vn = Vc + Vv + Vg cos # + VB (2.1)

This net deposition velocity can be used to define the decontamination factor
(DF) for the three particle capture mechanisms. The decontamination factor
for a process is the mass flow rate of particles into the process divided by
the mass flow rate of particles out of the process. The velocity (Vn) is

. Vc + VB Vr

Vo ----.

Y \\_

VAPOR // /

ISOPLETH///- /

I" a ,.

FIGURE2.2. Rising Oblate Spheroid Bubble Showing the Constant
Vapor Concentration Isopleth, Various Velocities,
and Ellipse Parameters
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integrated over the whole bubble surface area and over the bubble rise time
(tb),

0,ex [/ ]o Ai VndAdt/_a2b (2.2)

At the pool surface, if the bubbles have any lifetime, gravity settling
and Brownian diffusion can remove particles. Particle retention at the pool
surface is currently not considered in SPARC-90 because of the lack of suitable
data on the lifetime of surface bubbles.

To obtain the overall DF for a single particle size during the entire
pool/gas contact period, the above DF is multiplied by the DF during initial
globule formation. The models and the equations to describe and simulate
these pool processes are discussed in Section 2.2.

2.1.4 Volatile lodine Species Capture

The effectiveness of suppression pools in capturing iodine species was
studied with SPARC (Owczarski and Winegardner 1986). The general conclusions
were that 12 and Hl would be captured with high DFs, and organic iodides would
be captured lightly until the pool was saturated. The various aspects of
iodine behavior are discussed below.

A number of aspects of iodine behavior are related to its capture in
suppression pools. These aspects can be identified in three gas flow regions.
The first region is the flow of iodine species in the core-melt off gases in
the reactor primary system. The second is the vent exit region in the pool
and the third is the bubble swarm rise region in the pool.

In the primary system, where gases are hydrogen and steam and iodine
species can be 12, organic iodides, Hl, and particulate iodides such as Csl,
conditions can exist that favor the complete removal of the volatile inorganic
species from the gas phase. These favorable conditions occur where
temperatures are sufficiently low to allow alkaline aerosol particles to exist
as a liquid or partially liquid phase. Alkaline hydroxides such as CsOH have
this property in the vicinity of 300°C (Rollet, Cohen-Adad, and Ferlin 1963).
This liquid phase can be highly reactive with the volatile species Hl and 12.
lt is theorized that solid CsOH can be reactive with these species as weil.
The SPARC code has a subroutine that allows the user to switch on this iodine
absorption process in the primary system. The process is modeled as a
continuous plug-flow reactor where spherical aerosol particles absorb elemental
iodine at a rate controlled by the diffusion of 12 in the gas phase around
the particles. Although not modeled, Hl would behave similarly to 12, but
with a slightly higher diffusion coefficient.
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As the gases leave the primary system,they enter the pool at depth
through a specific vent type. In the region of this vent, the gases tend to
equilibratewith the thermodynamicconditionsof the pool at the vent depth.
This equilibrationprocess frequently results in steam condensationand
scrubbing of particles. In SPARC, this condensationresults in some deposition
of 12 and CH31, but the process is limitedby the species solubility at the
interface.

After the initialgas globules at the vent break up into the rising bubble
swarm, the SPARC code assumes that bubble circulationcontinuallyrenews the
bubble interface and that the film theory of mass transfer resistanceholds
on bot_ sides of the interface. The equilibriumboundary conditions at the
interface for the two volatile iodine species are (bracketsrefer to
concentrations):

[Tl2(aq)]i = H(12)[12(gas)]i (2.3)

and

[CH31(aq)]i- H(CH31)[CH31(gas)]i (2.4)

where [TI2(aq)]i= total liquid molar concentrationof iodine at the
interfaceas 12

[12(gas)]i= interfacialgas molar concentrationof 12

H(12) = iodine partitioncoefficient.

Similar definitionshold for CH31.

The aqueouschemistry of iodine is controlled by the fast reactions
(Eggleton1967)

12(gas)= 12(aq) (2.5)

12(aq)+ I" = 13- (2.6)

12(aq)+ H20 = H+ + I- + HIO (2.7)

12(aq) + H20 = H201+ + I- (2.8)

H20 = H+ + OH- (2.9)
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By using the equilibriumconstants for the above five reactions,the
partitioncoefficient is quantitativelydefined if mass balances of all iodine
species and H+ and OH" are maintained. The value of H(CH31) is obtained in a
simplerway using solubilityand vapor pressure data (Glew and Moelwyn-Hughes
1953).

The above concentrationsare affected in time by certain slow aqueous
reactions. Of particular interest is the lowering of the pH of aqueous
solutions by radiationfields. The radiation-inducedpH changes are not
modeled in SPARC where they would effectively lower the H(12) partition
coefficientmaking 12 and Hl more difficult to scrub. However, if accident
sequencesprovide excess CsOH as expected (remainsat high pH), the SPARC
models might still be adequate.

2.1.5 Entrainment

Aerosol droplets are producedwhen swarm bubbles break up at the pool
surface forming new aerosol particles. If the entrainmentparticle production
rate multiplied by durationtimes poolconcentration produces significant
quantitiesof aerosol radionuclidesfrom materials previously trapped in the
pool, an entrainmentmodel should be included. However, the scoping
calculations,discussed below, dismissed the need for such a model.

The correlationsused for the scoping calculationscome from Kataoka and
Ishii (1983). This document provides correlationsfor both entrainmentrates
and particle size distributionsfor the entraineddroplets. These
correlationsrequirethe gas volume flow rate as well as liquid and gas
physical properties.

Mark I BWR suppressionpool parameterswere used in the calculations.
MARCH code runs (Gieskeet al. 1984) and SPARC-90 runs were used to obtain flow
rates (Table 2.1). From the MARCH runs, the maximum flow rate into the pool
occurs during core melt with the metal/water reactionsproducing H2 and steam.
The H2 gas flow ranges from 0 to 500 Ib/min. This flow rate is divided into
96 vents, each at the 4-ft depth. The total mass of H2 that can be formed is
6000 lb. In SPARC-90 runs: the hydrogen gas leavingthe pool is slightly
supersaturatedwith approximately904 water vapor by volume. This provides
a gas volume rate of 6.0 m3/s/ventbreaking the surface above each vent for the
maximum H2 flow of 500 Ib/min (with 4050 Ib H20 vapor/min),which could last
only 12 min. Entrainmentrates, total entrainedmass, and maximum particle
size are tabulated below for two cases: maximum flow (12 min) and 0.1 maximum
flow (120 min).

The fraction of the pool entrained (ii.65E-04) in this maximum flow case
is insignificantfor many reasons:

1. The maximum flow rate will not occur as a square wave. Much of the H2
flow willbe at lower rates (and far lower entrainmentrates). The
entrainmentrate is approximatelyproportionalto (volumetricflow
rate)2.
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TABLE 2.1. Summary of Entrainment Calculations

Flow Rate Dura- Entrain- Total Maximum
Per Vent, tion, ment Rate, Entrained, Fraction Particle

Case m3/s min g/s g of Pool(a) Size, _m

I. Maximum 6 12 2050 24,600 6.65 E-04 200
flow rate

2. 0.I Max- 0.6 120 1.55 186 5.05 E-06 50
i mum flow
rate

(a) Pool liquid is 3.7 x 107 g H20.

2. Ali of the important fission product mass will not be in the pool before
H2 flow commences. As a general rule, the fission product aerosols are
generated simultaneously with the H2 gas.

3. The droplets generated at the maximum flow rate are very large and the
mass distribution function is at its peak at the largest particle [200 _m
aerodynamic mass median diameter (ammd)]. If no droplet evaporation
occurs, particles >20 #m ammd will rapidly fall out when the H2 flow
slows down or when the aerosol above the pool flows to another
compartment.

4. Although the core/concrete interaction generates additional noncondensible
gases, the flow rates are generally much less than the H2 flow rate.

5. Calculations indicate that pool scrubbing DF values will frequently be
much less than 1500 (I/6.65 E-04). When the pool DF is less than 1500,
the penetration rate of unscrubbed radionuclides through the pool will
certainly exceed any pool generated entrainment rate of radionuclides.

For the above reasons, no entrainment model has been programmed into
SPARC-90.

2.2 MODELS FOR POOL PROCESSES

This section begins with the quantitative representations of the
hydrodynamic processes. Aerosol capture models follow and, lastly, the models
for thermal hydraulics and particle growth are described.

2.2.1 Hydrodynamics

The SPARC-90 version describes the pertinent hydrodynamic relationships
with empirical equations that use the essential controlling parameters as
independent variables. The hydrodynamic parameters needed are the initial
bubble diameter and stable bubble size, shape, and rise velocity relative to
rising fluid, and swarm rise velocity relative to the pool.
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InitialGlobule Diameter

The Electric Power Research Institutehydrodynamictests conducted at
Battelle Columbus Laboratoriesproduced valuable vent exit data that have
been incorporazedinto SPARC as correlations. Each vent type studied
(multiholevents, e.g., "T" and "X" quenchers; downcomers;and horizontal
vents) had unique sizes of initialglobules formed at the vent. These globules
rose and broke up into the smaller bubbles of the stable bubble swarm.

The first pool process correlationused in SPARC is based on the
observationthat the initial globule of volume !)gbroke up completely into
the stable bubbles after rising 10 to 12 globule diameters (Paul et al. 1985)
regardlessof the initial size or vent type. This is representedin SPARC as
a linear decrease in bubble diameter Dg in 12 initial sphericaldiameters, Dgi.

Dg = Dgi(l.O- x/12 Dgi) (2.10)

where x is the vertical distance above the exit. Because _g _ _ Dg3/6, thefraction of gas in the unstable globule rapidly decreases in istance above the
vent. A significant assumption (for horizontal vents and downcomers only) is
made about this unstable globule, i.e., it is assumed that the scrubbing
processes in this globule are insignificant (DFml) compared to those in the
parallel rising stable bubbles.

The second pool process correlation used in SPARCis one relating the
initial globule volume to the vent type and vent Weber number.

We = pp DoVo2/-, (2.11)

where = pool liquid density
P_n = Dool liquid surface tension
Do = circular vent diameter
Vo = exit velocity of the gas

In SPARC it is assumed that Q = Vo x Do2/4, where Q is the gas volumetric
flow rate at the vent in equilibriumwith pool conditions at the vent depth.
The correlationused relates the normalized globule volume _n to the Weber
number

l_n: a Web (2.12)

where Dg = 3 _n Do2(_/Ppg)l/2"
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Correlationconstantsused in SPARC are:

Vent a b Source

. ° Multiple small 3.45 0.46 EPRI program (Paul et al. 1985)
holes

o Downcomer 0.0891 0.616 PNL using EPRI data (Paul,
Newman, and Cudnik 1986)

• Horizontal vent 0.857 0.73 EPRI program (Paul, Newman, and
Cudnik 1986)

These correlationsonly apply to inlet gases containing noncondensiblegases.
Very high steam fractions provide for residualbubbles. High steam fractions
have a "cone" shaped region that does not detach from the vent.

Stable Bubble Size and Shape

The stable bubble swarm has a bubble size distributionthat is essentially
lognormal (Paul et al. 1985). This size distributionremains constant

. throughoutthe rise period because of the frequent coalescenceand redispersion
of bubbles. Although it would be desirableto treat all bubbles according to
the swarm statistics (most frequent dB(a) = 0.57 cm with a standard deviation
of 0.186), the SPARC-90 code currentlyuses a single diameter to represent
the swarm. This diameter is 0.72 cm (for only noncondensiblegas entering at
the vent exit), which is the volume mean diameter (dvm) defined by

i nidi .) 1/3
= Z (2 13)

dvm i N

where ni is the number of bubbles of diameter i in a flow cross-sectional
volume,then

N = Z n. (2.14)
i 1

When steam accompaniesnoncondensiblegases entering at the vent exit, the
effectivedvm decreases. The effect of steam can be representedby the
expression (developedfrom the data of Paul et al. 1985)

dvm = 0.72 exp {2.303 [-0.2265+ (0.0203+ 0.0313 Xnc)I/2]} (2.15)

(a) equivalent sphere diameter.
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where Xnc is the mole fraction of noncondensible gas in the gas entering the
pool.

The shape of the dvm bubble (or any bubble in a swarm) is calculated
using another correlation from the data of Paul et al. (1985).

b
= 0 84107 + 1 13466 d vm - 0 3795 d 2 (2 16)a " " " vm "

This correlation was established for 0.15 cm < dvm <_ 1.3 cm. Values of dvmm

outside this range will give incorrect b/a values Ali bubbles smaller than
0.15 cm are spheres (b/a = 1.0), and bubbles larger than 1.3 cm have b/a -
1.47 in swarms only. Isolated, single, large bubbles can be much flatter and
can become lenticular in shape when rising.

Bubble Rise Velocity

The relative velocity (Vr) of the rising bubble and the water phase is a
very important parameter (see Figure 2.2). The present choice of correlations
for Vr comes from data from Haberman and Morton (1953) and suggested
correlations from Zuber and Findlay (1965). The correlations used in SPARC-90
are for equivalent sphere diameter of bubbles, dB

Vr(d B _<0.5 cm) = 7.876 (_/p)I/4 (cm/s) (2.17)

Vr(d B > 0.5 cm) = 1.40713 Vr(d B _<0.5 cm)d 0"49275 (cm/s) (2.18)

where _ and p are pool surface tension (dyne/cm) and density (g/cm3),
respectively. Equation (2.17) is not true for dB < 0.15 cm. Few bubbles in
the swarm are <0.15 cm and dvm > 0.6 cm.

Swarm Rise Velocity

The residence time (tb) of bubbles in the pool is determined by the swarm
rise velocity (Vsw), and vent depth (hp). This residence time is an important
parameter [see Equation (2.2)] and is determined by

t b =o/hp dX/Vsw (2.19)
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where x is the vertical coordinatefrom the vent exit to the pool surface.
Vsw is not constant along x. The volumetricflow rate of the swarm increases
as it rises and Vsw increases. Also, Vsw representsthe volumetric average
velocity on a cross section of the swarm. Bubbles in the center rise faster
than swarm periphery bubbles. Using data from Paul et al. (1985) and General
Electric Company (1981),the followingcorrelationwas developed for Vsw:

Vsw = [(Qs + 5.33)13.011 E-03]I12[I - 3.975 E-04 x] (cm/s) (2.20)

where (_is the total gas volumetricflow rate (E/s) at depth hp/2, cm. In
SPARC-90 an average swarm velocity is used:

Vs : [Vs(h p : O) + Vs (hp = vent depth/2)] (2.21)

Using this average value simplifiescalculationsconsiderably.

2.2.2 Aerosol Capture

The SPARC-90 code contains the aerosol capture models for the vent exit
region (diffusiophoreticor steam condensation,impaction,and centrifugal
deposition)and for the swarm rise region (sedimentation,centrifugal
deposition,and Brownian diffusion).

Vent Exit Centrifuqal Deposition Models

SPARC-87 uses an empiricalmodel for centrifugaldeposition during gas
injection• This model is based on a best fit with data for two empirical
constants AI and A2 in the depletionof ni particles of size "i'°in a bubble

dni --ni Vsi A1 VeA2 (2.22)

or

DFi : exp(Vsi AI VeA2) (2.23)

where Vsi is the settling velocity of size i and Ve is vent exit gas velocity.
The best fit AI and A2 are 18.56 and 0.512, respectively (if Vsi and Ve are
in cm/s). Also, see Section 5.
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SPARC-90 uses a more mechanistic approach for centrifugal deposition
during gas injection. This mechanism is important for the large Ve expected
in small orifice, multihole vents. The bases for the model are assumptions
about the vent injection bubble geometry and velocity relative to pool liquid.
Both velocity and geometry control the centrifugal deposition.

The assumptions about the geometry detachment are that the final detached
injection globule is spherical of diameter Dg and during globule formation,
the forming globule is elongated with a hermispherical front of diameter Do
(opening diameter) moving at velocity Vo relative to bulk liquid.

After detachment, the velocity of the Dg globule is slowed by drag forces
where the velocity becomes

Vb = Vbol(l + t/ro) (2.24)

where Vbo is the detachment velocity and ro is a characteristic stopping time
as defined below.

pgDg (2.25)
"ro = 3f PLVo

where f is a friction factor (SPARC-90 uses 0.2), and pg and PL are gas and
liquid densities, respectively.

A subroutine (DFVENT) calculates the usual centrifugal deposition velocity
[Equation (2.40)] during injection and after detachment and arrives at DFs
for the two steps. The injection DF with mixing in the globule is

DFi (injection) = exp (Vci/Vo) (2.26)

for particle size i.

Likewise, the DF after detachment is

/Vov0i
gFi (detached globule) = exp _9 Do fg PL) (2.27)

i is the gravitational deposition velocity defined in Equation (2.38).is DFi is considerably smaller than the injection DFi (2.26).
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Vent Exit Diffusional Deposition

SPARC-90calculates the Brownian diffusion contribution to particle
capture using the film penetration theory for both injection and after-
detachment regimes. Define tf as the filling time of the globule volume Ug.
Then the diffusional DFs are:

DFi (injection)= exp [l_.--_Do(Di tf) I/2] (2.28)

and

DFi (detached gl°bule) = exp {i_o DI_-D--_I/2 II V-_1/21 I___1/2]}1
_i a t* + - (2.29)a

Here t* = 3 To, an assumption and

a=3 #g ygg

The corresponding DFs for gravitational settling are

BFi (injection)= exp (As vgi t_
(2.30)

- \ Ugo
q

- and

DFi (detached) exp Vgi

--
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where As is the settling area of I/2 globule (as a bullet shape) during
injection, i.e.,

As 2Ugo + I_ I)= _" Do Do2 - g

Steam Condensation

During globule breakup at the vent exit, the equilibration of vapor can
remove particles from the gas if net vapor condensation occurs. The simplest
model is used here. The fraction of particles removed equals the fractional
loss in gas v_lume caused by condensation at the temperature and pressure of
the pool at vent depth. This is easily expressed as DFec:

DFec = Xo/X i (2.32)

where Xi is the mole fraction of noncondensible gas in inlet gas and Xo is the
mole fraction of noncondensible gas in the gas after it attains thermal and
vapor equilibrium in the pool at the inlet depth. Xi is an input value at any
given time. Xo can be easily related to the pool vapor pressure (Pw),
pressure above the pool (PT), and vent depth (hp) by

Xo= I - Pw /(PT + PL g hp) (2.33)

If Xo < Xi, then DFec = 1, because DF cannot be less than I by definition.

Impaction

To complete current vent exit models, a set of impaction equations was
added to an early version of SPARC-90 by K. H. Lee of Battelle Columbus
Laboratories. These equations (listed below) were developed from data
presented in Fuchs (1964). If gas leaves the exit vent at a high velocity,
the initial globules rapidly lose that velocity. The forward globular
interface, as it slows and stops, can capture particles if they have sufficient
inertia. Inertia of particle size i is represented by the Stokes number
(Stki):

Stki = Pi Ve d2/18 _ (2.34)1
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where di : particle diameter (cm)_
Pi particle density (g/cmJ)
Ve = vent exit gas velocity (cm/s)
P_= characteristiclength (0.5 cm is a typical orifice radius)

gas viscosity (poise).

The DF for this impactionprocess is

DFIi = I/(i - ai) (2.35)

where

ai 1.79182 (3.3437E-I1)(5 9244 E-03)Stkil/2= " (2.36)

if Stki I/2 _<0.65888 and

(I i 1.13893 (1.4173 E-06) (4 25973 E-03) Stkil/2= " (2.37)

if 0.658686 < Stkil/2 < 1.4. For Stkil/2> 1.4, ai = 0.99. Although these
are included in SPARC-90,their importanceis minimal unless near-sonic values
of Ve occur. Other possible vent exit scrubbingmechanisms are discussed in
Section 2.1.3.

Gravity Settling During Swarm Rise

For gravity settling, centrifugaldeposition,and Brownian diffusion, the
correspondingdeposition velocitiesVQ, Vc, and VD are now defined. Starting
with V_, the deposition velocity foll6ws Stokes law [which applies to
sphericalparticles <70-_m aerodynamicequivalent diameter (AED)]:

2
Vgi = pp di g Cni/18 # (2.38)

where subscript i = particle size i
Cni: Cunninghamslip correction factor (subroutineDIFFU)
di = i size particle diameter

= gas viscosity.
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For particles >70 #m AED, a set of empirical equations are used to find Vqi
(Knudsen 1970). These equations are found in the DO 704 loop in SPARC-90_ To
accommodate bubble geometry and make Vgi perpendicular to the bubble surface,
Vgi is multiplied by cos (#) (see Figure 2.2).

Centrifugal Deposition During SwarmRise

Bubbles larger than a critical size exhibit surface circulation as they
rise through liquid (Calderback and Lochiel 1964). Fuchs (1964) developed the
equation for circulation in spherical bubbles. SPARC-90models circulation in
oblate-spheroidal bubbles.

The pioneering work in the centrifugal scrubbing of oblate-spheroidal
bubbles was done by Demitrack and Moody (1983). The essential equations are
reported here in cylindrical polar coordinates instead of the elliptical
coordinates of the original authors. The development of circulation velocity
(Vs, Figure 2.2) or the bubble surface is essential to obtaining centrifugal
forces acting on particles in the bubble near the gas surface. The equation
for local surface velocity is:

Vs = Vr[(1 - B3A)/Ec2 - VrB3] B5/(B_+ B_)I/2 (2.39)

where Vr = bubble rise velocity [Equations (2.17) and (2.18)]
a = ellipse major axis (see Figure 2.2)
b = ellipse minor axis
8 : cylindrical polar coordinate (9/2 < 8 < -9/2)

Ecl eccentricity : [I - (b/a)211/2 - -
Ec2 Ecl (I - EclZ)I/2 sin -I (Ecl)

A : tan (I/BIIc (a2 - b2 /2
r = radial coordinate = [I/(B2 + BI)]1/2

BI = (cos 8/a)2
B2 = (sin 8/b)2
B3 = b/c
B4 : a/c
B5 = r cos (9/a
B6 = r sin 8/b

: surface radius of curvature = c(B__ + B_)3/2/(B 4_rc +
B3).

The centrifugal capture velocity of a particle of size i at the surface
is

2 Vg /rcg (2.40)Vci = Vs i
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Brownian DiffusionDurinq Swarm Rise

Aerosol particleshave a diffusion coefficientthat can be calculated
using the Stokes-EinsteinEquation (Fuchs 1964):

Di : k TCmi/xdi/_) (2.41)

where Di is the diffusioncoefficientfor particle size i, and k is
Boltzmann'sconstant.

The local depositionvelocity,VDi, from Brownian diffusioncan be
estimated from penetrationtheory of mass transfer (Bird,Stewart and
Lightfoot 1960; Crank 1967):

I12

VDi : (2.42)

where te is the exposure time of the moving surface. At the top of the
bubble, te = 0.0. Equation (2.42) holds when no vapor is crossing the
interfacesimultaneouslywith the particles. However, as bubbles rise, vapor
enters the bubble to maintain vapor equilibrium. The vapor flux depends on
pool temperature,bubble parameters,and various transportcoefficients.
Equation (2.42) can be adjusted to accommodateVr, the vapor velocity. A
correctedVDi becomes

!

VDi = _iVDi (2.43)

where

_i = exp (-_)/[2 - exp (-1.85 _i )] (2.44)

and the parameter _i is equal to Vv/VDi.

Overall DF

Ali quantities have now been defined to obtain an overall DFi for each
particle size i from the instant of gas-to-water contact to bubble destruction
at the pool surface. The vector addition of all deposition velocities (except
V_i) minus the vapor velocity is

Vni = Vci + Vgi cos #- Vv (2.45)
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where /9= angle designated in Figure 2.2. Here

/9: tan-l[b2/tan (8)a2] (2.46)

If Vni < O, then Vni is set equal to zero and the net deposition velocity is

V'. = V' (2 47)nl Di

If Vni > 0 in Equation (2.45),

I

V jni = Vni + VDi (2 48)

Next V_i must be integratedover the entire bubble surface to get the
overall DFi in time step At:

-_12

[ / 1DFi = exp 2_At r cos (0) Vnds/ _a2b (2.49)
8=_/2

where ds is the differentialof arc length of the a-b ellipse. The cumulative
DF (D-Fj)for the entire process for each particle size j is then the product
of the series of DFs, i.e,.:

D-Fj= DFec DFIj[DFj(I) DFj(2).....DFj(N)] (2.50)

where N is the number of rise steps taken at each At, and where NAt is hp/Vsw.

2.2.3 Thermal Hydraulics

This section discusses models used to describe the thermodynamicbehavior
of rising bubbles and the transfer of vapor and energy across the bubble walls.
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Bubble Thermodynamics

The thermodynamicstates of the bubbles as they rise from the vent exit
to the pool surface must be describedto estimate particle growth. The
beginning assumption in the rise of the bubbles is that the i,litialbubbles
are in thermodynamicequilibriumwith the pool at the vent exit depth hp. As
the bubble rises an incrementaldistance from depth x (state I) to
x - dx (state2), the bubble can expand because of the drop in pressure
(P2 - PI) and influx of water vapor.

P1 = P(x) = PT + #pgX (2.51)

and

P2 = P(x - dx) : PT + #Pg (x - dx) (2.52)

Also during the dx change

T2 = TI + dT (2.53)

Mv2 = Mvl + dMv (2.54)

where Mv is the g-moles of water vapor in the bubble.

Next we define the thermodynamic state of the bubble (internal energy) at
each position. The basis for this state is zero internal energy at 273.2 K,
I atm for liquid water.

T

+ / I [Mv + MncC + ' + ' dT (2.55)UI = Mvl _v ICvv vnc m_Cc msCs]
273.2

and similarly for U2 where only T2 and My2 differ from TI and Mv1.

Here Xv = internal energy of evaporationat 273.2 K, I atm (j/g-mole)
Mnc = g-moles of noncondensiblegas in bubble
mc = mass of condensedwater as aerosolparticles in bubble gas
ms = mass of solids as aerosolparticles in bubble gas
Cvv = heat capacity of water vapor at constant volume (J/g-mole/K)
Cvn_ = heat capacity of noncondensiblegases at constant volume

CC = heat capacity of liquid water, J/g/K
I : ICs heat capacity of solids J/g/K.
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The intake of new water vapor dMv is calculated from rate equationsat
state 1 conditions where both temperatureand steam gradients exist.

To find T2, the first law of thermodynamicsmust be used:

dU = U2 - UI = dQ - 6W (2.56)

Here dQ is the differentialheat added to the bubble and is calculated
according to Equation (2.66). 6W is the differentialwork of expansion in dx
done by the bubble from pressure drop, vapor production,and temperature
change:

6W = R Mt TI En + T2 - TI Mvl + TldMv (2.57)

where dMv = Mv2 - Mvl and Mt = Mvl + Mnc. With Cvv and Cvnc as average values
of heat capacity over the range of temperature 273.2 to TI, K, Equation (2.56)
can be rewritten to give T2 = A/B as the only unknown. Thus

A = {dQ - R T1 IdMv+ Mt * In (Pl/P2) - Mt] - dMv_v (2.58a)

+ Cvnc Mnc T1 + Cvv (Mvl TI+ 273.2 dMv)

+ CL T1 mE + Cs T1 ms}

and

+ + C_mE + ' (2.58b)B = [RMT + Cvnc Mnc Cvv Mvz Csms]

The above treatment does not allow dmE grams of water vapor to
condense on particles in dx, so T2 must be adjusted to T3. This is done by
an iterativemethod (DO 205 loop in SPARC) to define the new T3 and dme and
dM_ = dMv - 18 dmE. The processof correcting T2 to T3 involves the equations
for vapor pressure, gas saturation,and mass balances. The iterativeprocess
continues until the gas saturation level is 1.0 (1004 relative humidity).
The value of dme calculated this way is the thermodynamicmaximum amount.
Section 2.2.4 examines the rate limitingmaximum, dmE.
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Bubble Heat and Mass Transfer

Heat and mass are transferredinto a rising bubble bringing the bubble
toward the equilibriumtemperatureand vapor pressure of the pool. The model
used in SPARC-90 to estimate this heat and mass transfer again involves

penetrationtheory (see Section 2.2.2).

Both heat and mass transfer rates depend on three temperatures,the pool
temperature,TD; the bubble temperature,Tb; and the local interface
temperature,T_ = Ts(r,O). The incrementalsensible heat transfer into the
bubble from the bulk pool liquid to the bubble interfaceat any r,O over time
step dt is

dQl = (Tp- Ts) dqI (2.59)

where

!

dql = pp Cp_dA dt (aw/_te)l/2 (2.60)

from penetrationtheory as in Equation (2.42). Here the differentialsurface
element dA = 2_r ds, where ds = r cos B dB; aw = thermal diffusivityof liquid
water; and C_ is the water heat capacity, J/g/K. The sensible heat transfer
into the bubble by conduction in the gas/vapor phase is

dQ2 = (Ts _ Tb) dq2 (2.61)

dQ2 = (Ts - Tb) Pb Cpb dA dt (ab/Xte)i/2 (2.62)

where Cpb = heat capacity of the bubble at constant pressure and ab = tl,ermal
diffusivityof the bubble. The latent heat added to the bubble is

dQ3 = Xp dMv (2.63)

where Xp is the enthalpy of vaporization,J/g-mole. The heat balance across
the interfaceis

dQ3 + dQ2 : dQI (2.64)
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which can be solved for Ts:

Ts = (-dQ3 + dq2 Tb + dql Tp)/(dql + dq2) (2.65)

Then the heat quantity in Equation (2.56) is

_12

dQ = Gt / dQI (2.66)
q#

-_12

The simultaneousmass transfer estimate using penetrationtheory is
developed in a manner similar to the heat transfer estimate. The goal here is
to calculate dMv, g moles water vapor entering the bubble in dt. Because Ts
> Tb, the vapor pressure of water, Pvs, at the interface is greater than that
of the bubble, Pvb- The correspondingwater vapor mole fractions at the
interface,Xs, and in the bubble, Xb, are

Xs = PslP2 (2.67)

Xb = Pb/P2 (2.68)

The driving force for mass transfer through a stagnant film with a constant Xs
is (Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot 1960)

X = (Xs - Xb)l(l - Xs) (2.69)

and from penetrationtheory the local steam flux at r,O into the bubble is

Ns : X (2.70)

This flux should be corrected for high mass transfer rates. The method of
Bird, Stewartand Lightfoot (1960) is used, and the correction factor 9 is

(_ = loge(X + I)/X (2.71)
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The value of dMv then can be calculated as

_12 X(_ pi____C_____112
dt fON s dA = dt f2,r s ds (2.72)dMv= q#

=_12

This integral is performednumericallyin SPARC-90.

2.2.4 Particle Growth_ SPARC-87

Particlescan grow er shrink by water condensationor evaporationwhen
saturation levels of the surroundinggas change. Soluble particles have a
unique effect on the growth behavior, i.e., they can keep water in the particle
even in subsaturatedatmospheres. The SPARC-87 approach considered the soluble
effects separatelyfrom the growth possible in supersaturatedatmospheres.

Soluble Particles

Soluble hygroscopicparticle growth is explained in the document
describing the prototype code (Owczarski,Postma and Schreck 1985). Here
the use of the model is discussedto simulate soluble particle growth.
Additional discussion is found in Owczarski, Schreck and Winegardner (1985),
which is paraphrased below.

Although not independentin reality, because of ease of computationand
prior development,the soluble particle-growthmodel is considered
independentlyfrom growth in supersaturatedatmospheres. The first assumption
is that soluble substances in the particlesare dissolved in water and are in
equilibriumwith a subsaturated(S < 1.0) atmosphere. Growth is frozen at S
= 0.99 because of this phenomenon. When S > 1.0, growth proceeds as described
in the next section, but with the initial diameter equal to the equilibrium
particle diameter at S = 0.99. This cutoff value of S = 0.99 is somewhat
arbitrary. Only experimentalcomparison of growth phenomenawith soluble and
insolubleparticles going from low S values to S > 1 will produce a better
number. The second assumption here is that the bubble swarm is equilibrated
to pool vapor pressure and temperatureat the vent exit.

The equilibriumdrop size reached in a humid atmosphere is governed by
the degree to which the vapor pressure of water is lowered by the soluble
material and the degree to which curvatureaffects an increase in the vapor
pressure. Both effects are well understoodand are calculable using classical
physics and chemistry. The equilibriumsaturation ratio, S, is relatedto
drop size by an equation presentedby Fletcher (1962).
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[ 2°]exp nL TTr
S = (2.73)

I mMwo
I+

Mw (_- _r3#-m)

where S : saturation ratio (the relative humidity)
a = surface tensionof solution (dyne/cm)
nL = number of molecules/cm3of solution (solvent+ solute)
r = radius of drop (cm)
I = van't Hoff ionizationfactor
# = density of solution (g/cm3)
Mw = molecularweight of solute (g/g-mole)
Mwo = molecular weight of solvent (g/g-mole)
m = mass of solute in the droplet (g).

Equation (2.73) was evaluated under the assumptionthat the solute was
cesium hydroxide, the solventwas water, and the temperaturewas 100°C.
Results are summarized in Table 2.2.

The data of Table 2.2 illustratethat particlegrowth factors depend on
relative humidity,S, and that significantgrowth factors are predicted.

Growth in SupersaturatedAtmospheres

A supersaturatedatmosphere exists in many cases when cooling of
near-saturatedgas occurs. To discuss this phenomenaquantitatively,S, the
degree of saturation,is defined as

S = Pv/Pv° (2.74)

where Pv is the actual vapor pressure of the water in the gas and P_ is the
normal vapor pressure of water at the pressure and temperatureof the gas.

TABLE 2.2. Growth of CsOH Particles in Humid Atmosphere at
100°C with I=2

Dry Particle Droplet Radius in Stated Humidity
Radius,#m S = 0.9 S = 0.95 S = 0.99 S = 0.999

0.01 0.0195 0.0225 0.0295 0.0345
0.10 0.195 0.255 0.425 0.775
1.0 1.95 2.55 4.45 9.35

10.0 19.5 25.5 44.5 95.5
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For S < 1, the gas is subsaturated. When 1 < S < 4, supersaturatedvapors can
condense on heterogeneouswettable surfaces. When S > 4, water vapor can also
condense by homogeneousdroplet nucleationand growth.

The rate of heterogeneousparticlegrowth is of primary concern to the
depletion of particles from the gas phase. In the flow regime of the bubble
swarm, two rate processes limit particle growth. The first process is the
rate of cooling of the rising bubbles [see developmentof Equation (2.59)].
The second process is the condensationrate on individualparticles
themselves. This latter rate-limitingstep is considered next.

The classical rate equation,called Mason's equation, for growth of
droplets in rain clouds is found in the fundamentaltheories of cloud physics;
it is derived in Byers (1965) as

r_Ftdr: (S- l)/[MWvaH2v PL/kgRT2) + (PLrT/p°v DMWv)] (2.75)

where r = droplet radius (cm)
t = time (s)

Mwv = molecular weight of the vapor (18 g/g-mole)
AHv = latent heat of vaporization(J/g)_
PL density of condensed liquid (g/cm3)
kg gas thermal conductivity(J/cm/s)
R = gas constant
T = absolute temperature (K)
D = vapor diffusivity in gas (cm2/s).

Equation (2.75) is written more simply as

rdr_ S-I
dt a + b (2.76)

and is used in its integratedform (for constant T, S, a and b)(a) as

r2 2 + 2(S - l)(t (2 77)= ro a + b - to)

I

(a) The Kelvin restrictionprevents particles smaller than diameter do from
growing (Adamson 1976):

!

do = 4a V/RT En(S)

where V is the liquid molar volume, cm3/g-mole.
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Mason's equation accounts for both the diffusive resistance of the condensing
vapor as well as the conductive resistanceof the gas surroundingthe droplet
that inhibits the removalof the latent heat of vaporization. The above
equations are used in SPARC-90 along with empirical relationshipsfor the
temperature-dependentconstants a and b. Use of Equation (2.77) reveals that
all the supersaturatedwater vapor availablecan be condensed in less time
than the usual time step dt or At used in SPARC-90. Therefore, the use of
Equation (2.78) is only valid when S does not change in At, which can only be
true if few aerosol particles exist. In SPARC-90 the thermodynamicgrowth
limit is used when S is not constant and is discussedbelow.

The rationale and algorithms for calculatingparticle growth using the
thermodynamiclimit are discussed in detail by Owczarski, Schreck and
Winegardner (1985) for the ICEDF code. This discussion is paraphrased here
for SPARC. The calculationof the thermodynamiclimiting amount of water that
can condense on particles, dme g-moles/bubble(AmE in the finite difference
calculationof SPARC-90) is discussed in Section 2.2.3. A simple criterion is
used in SPARC to determinewhich limit appliesto the situation in the bubble.
The Mason°s rate equation limit Am_i for each particle size i is compared to
the thermodynamiclimit AmEi. The smaller of the two depicts the limiting
process for particle size i. However, experience shows that only one limiting
process applies at each time step for all sizes.

To calculateAm_i and Am_i, Mason's equation (2.76) is integratedover At
at constant S to acquire

!

18 Amp_i : 2r dPi(S - 1)PL at/(a + b) (2.78)

where dpi = particle diameter before At.

If ni is the number of particles of size i in the bubble, then

20
! I

Am& = Z niAm&i for 20 bins (2.79)
i=i'

The index i' representsthe index of the smallest particle that can grow
accordingto the Kelvin restriction.

, 20 ,

Because AmE = Z niAm&i (2.80)
i=i'
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must also hold, to apportionthe variousAm__ion the appropriateparticle by
Equation (2.78),

2O

18 Amp_= 2,_ (S - I)#L At/(a + b) j=i'Z nj dpj (2.81)

where S is constant but unknown.

Equation (2.81) is then

2O!

18 Amp_: A Z ni dpi (2.82)
i=i'

I

and thus Amp+i = A dPi (2.83)

, 2O

where A = 18 Amp./Z n dp (2 84)i=i' i i

The expression for the constants a and b in Equation (2.78) are estimated by
approximations of curves found in Byers (1965).

a : #L exp [13.5008 - 1.11063 E-02 (Tb - 273.2)] (2.85)

b = #L exp [13.7102 - 6.45 E-02 (Tb - 273.2)] PT/IO00 (2.86)

where PT equals total gas pressure in millibars.

2.2.5 Particle Growth t SPARC-gO

SPARC-90combines all particle growth mechanisms into one set of
relationships. The result is a simpler mechanistically correct approach.
The work of Jokiniemi (1990) has provided two useful bases for SPARC-90.
The first is the method for calculating the activity of water in non-ideal
solutions of Csl and CsOH, the two most prominent hygroscopic compounds in
nuclear accident aerosols. The second is the assurance that a modified Mason's
equation is suitable for nuclear aerosols. The models discussed below are
adapted from Jokiniemi (1990).
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The modified Mason's equation used in SPARC-90replaces the quantity
(S - 1) in Equations (2.75) through (2.77) with (S - Sr) where Sr is the
saturation ratio at a particle surface. For a spherical solution droplet
surrounding insoluble matter

[/°e"w]Sr = A__exp R PE T (2.87)

where Ap_is the activity of the water solution and the exponential quantity
is the Kelvin vapor pressure correction for droplets of radius r and surface
tension a. Equation (2.87) is another way of writing Equation (2.73).
However, to generalize Equation (2.73) to multicomponent systems, we expand AE

I

A__= 1 + Z lini/nw (2.88)
i

where li = van't Hoff ionization factor for solute i
ni = moles solute i in droplet
nw = moles water in droplet.

Previously we assumed ideal ionization (li : 2) for Csl and CsOH (Table
2.2). This is a severe limitation. Using data from Jokiniemi (1990) we have
arrived at the formulas

l(CsOH,25°C)= 1.75467+ 20.7974 n(CsOH)/nT (2.89)

I(Csi,25°C) = 1.79417 - 3.34363 n(Csl)/nT (2.90)
for n(Csl)/nT _<0.021

I(Csi,25°C)= 1.63439+ 4.30022 n(Csl)InT (2.91)
for n(Csl)/nT> 0.021.

These are corrected for temperature using NaOHdata in Jokiniemi (1990), which
gives

I(T°C) = I(25)[I - 2.321E-O3(T-25)] (2.92)

SPARC-90 uses li = 2 for all solutes other than Csl or CsOHas a default value.
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SPARC-90 uses the integral form of Mason's equation

S-S r
r 2 2 + 2 (t (2 93)=ro aYb -to)

for small time steps (t - to), while it uses the to values of Sr to compute
Equation (2.93). This method appears to be satisfactory as long as

2(S - Sr)(t - to)/(a + b) << ro (2.94)

because Sr is very sensitive to changes in r, especially for r < 0.1
micrometers.
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3.0 SPARC-90 DESCRIPTION

This chapter provides details of SPARC-90 organization, calculational
flow, and subroutines used. The SPARC-90 version discussed here is the seventh
developed to date. The coding of SPARC began as a collection of particle
deposition models for spherical bubbles from Fuchs (1964). The Fuchs
spherical bubble equations were modified to approximately accommodate the
elliptical (oblate spheroidal) bubble models of Demitrack and Moody (1983).
After adding a model for the influx of steam in rising bubbles, the code was
released as a prototype of SPARC-90 (Owczarski, Postma and Schreck 1985).
Later versions had an improved steam influx model, a more rigorous application
of the elliptical bubble model, and detailed thermodynamic descriptions of
the rising bubble including the expansion work of rising bubbles. This
expansion work causes the bubbles to cool to supersaturated conditions where
the aerosol particles grow by condensation. Particle growth can increase
the DF of the pool by orders of magnitude under certain pool conditions,
aerosol size distributions, and aerosol concentrations.

3.1 CODE ORGANIZATION

Because SPARC-90 evolved from a small simple code, it is not 'structured'
in the popular trend, lt does, however, use a number of supporting sub-
routines. The main code could be rewritten in the 'structured' sense, but the
few potential advantages do not justify the effort.

The primary function of SPARC-gO is to compute DFs for two regions of the
bubble swarm: the vent exit or swarm formation region and the swarm rise
region. Ali other operations and algorithms support this function. Figure
3.1 is a flow chart of the main program in SPARC-90. A brief discussion of
each block in the flow chart follows.

3.1.1 Read Input File

The input data are read in using a free-field format. These data consist
of pool conditions, aerosol particle properties, inlet gas composition and
conditions, inlet particle and carrier gas mass flow rates, and SPARC-90
calculational and output parameters. Ali but the control parameters are
entered as discrete variables at discrete time values during an accident.

3.1.2 Write Input File

SPARC-90 echoes the input file as its first output. Each input variable
is labeled by the variable name.
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FIGURE3.1. Flow Chart of the SPARC-90Code
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3.1.3 Output DO Loop

The user has specified the number (KOUT) of output times that DF
calculations are to be made. At a corresponding set of times, TOUT (K = 1,
... KOUT), SPARC-90 interpolates all changing input conditions to correspond
to each TOUT(K) and follows a bubble of aerosol from the vent inlet to the
top of the pool.

3.1.4 Input Adjustment

First the code considers the appropriate TOUT(K) value to interpolate
between time-dependent variables specified in the input. Then the inlet gas
conditions are appropriately defined for determining particle-removal rate
constants for DF calculations.

3.1.5 DF Entrance Reqion

Gases and particles enter the pool at a specified depth hp from vents.
SPARC-90computes the scrubbing of particles at this point via four mechanisms
(Section 2.2.2): condensation of steam, inertial impaction if vent exit
velocities are high, centrifugal deposition, and Brownian diffusion. Bubbles
are brought to equilibrium conditions at hp and particle growth on soluble
particles is computed.

3.1.6 Swarm Rise DO Loop

The swarm rise calculations begin by following a bubble for NRISE
discrete steps from depth hD to the top of the pool. The DO 500 NR:I, NRISE
loop begins with the aerosol conditions at the gas entrance region after the
calculations described in Section 3.1.5 are complete. After each NR loop is
completed, the bubble is returned to its original diameter.

3.1.7 Thermodynamic Conditions

At the beginning of each NR loop, the bubble thermodynamic conditions are
calculated for the new bubble position in the pool. First the amounts of heat
and vapor transferred into the bubble are calculated [Equations (2.59) and
(2.72)] and then the First Law of Thermodynamics is invoked to get a new
bubble temperature, Tb, without new condensation on particles (Section 2.2.3).
Finally, the thermodynamic maximum possible condensation (AmE) is calculated
along with a corrected Tb.

3.1.8 Particle-Growth Calculations

In this code section, newly condensed water vapor is distributed on the
airborne particles by either using a thermodynamic limit or a growth rate
limit method (SPARC-87). SPARC-90uses Equation (2.77) with a modified droplet
vapor pressure [Equation (2.87)].
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3.1.9 Bubble Rise DF Calculations

The DF during bubble rise is calculated using the three deposition
mechanisms and the hindering influx of vapor. The DF during bubble rise for
each particle size i is DFbr.1

NRISE

DFb.r: II BFi (N) (3. i)
l N=I

where each DFi is calculated by Equation (2.49).

3.1.10 Cumulative DF

This cumulative DFi is the product of the entrance region DFs and the

bubble rise DFbr for each particle size.

-- DFbr (3.2)DFi = DFec DFIi i

The overall DF (DFOV) for all particle sizes is the ratio of particle mass
flow rate into the pool/particle mass flow rate out of the pool. Wedefine
_mi and _mo as particle mass flow rates of size i particles into and out of
the pool, respectively. Then

20 . 20 .

DF°v = Z Pmi/ Z (3.3)
i=1 i=1 Pmo

or

20 . 20 .

DE°v : Z Pmi/ /b-_i (3 4)i=l i_l Pmi "

The value of DFOV is the most importantoutput value calculatedby SPARC-90 for
accident analyses.
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3.1.11 Output Parameter Calculations

Output printing is scheduled for each TOUT (K = I, ..., KOUT). The first
output preparation consists of listing six variables at pool exit conditions
as functions of the particle bin number J = I, ..., 20: particle diameters,
both dry and wet; particle flow rate in g/s, both dry and wet; particle
numbers; and decontamination factor. Then 18 other quantities are prepared
including number of median particle radii (wet and dry), particle geometric
standard deviation, and overall DF [Equation (3.4)]. See Section 4.3 for an
output example.

3.2 CALCULATIONAL SUBROUTINES

The subroutines below provide calculations for the main program.

3.2.1 Subroutine DIFFU

This subroutine computes the Brownian diffusion coefficient, Dj in cm2/s
as a function of particle diameter, d_, the mean free path of gas moiecules,
X, in cm, and the Cunningham slip faclor, Cnj. As developed in Fuchs (1964)

Dj = 1.38 E-16 T Cnj/(3_dj), cm2/s (3.5)

d ,

Cnj = I + 2.492 _-_ + 0.84 Bj_-- exp (-0.435 4), dimensionless (3.6)J

3k = 1.245 E-02 (T/Mw)O'5_/P (3.7)

where P equals absolute gas pressure (atm).

3.2.2 Subroutine KELVIN

This subroutine determines whether particles can grow under the
restrictions of the Kelvin equation (see footnote, p. 2.26). Growth is
restricted if the vapor pressure of a curved droplet exceeds that of the
surrounding vapor.

3.2.3 Subroutiile 12EQUIL

This subroutine calculates the 12 equilibrium coefficient HEQ for the
gas-water interface. HEQ is the equilibrium 12 concentration in the liquid/12
concentration in the gas.
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3.2.4 Subroutine SOLGRO

This subroutine calculatesthe equilibriumparticle diameter for
hygroscopicparticles for SPARC-87.

3.2.5 Subroutine REQUIL

This subroutine replaces SOLGROW for SPARC-90.

3.2.6 Subroutine PSI2ABS

This subroutine allows the user to react 12 with CsOH particles in the
primary system.

3.2.7 Subroutine PGROW

This subroutine calculates the dynamic growth of hygroscopicparticles
not in equilibriumwith gas water vapor (SPARC-90only).

3.2.8 Subroutine DFVENT

This subroutine calculatesSPARC-90 centrifugaldeposition and Brownian
diffusion in the vent injectionregion.
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4.0 CODEOPERATION AND PARAMETERSELECTION

SPARC-90(87) is written in FORTRAN. The input file uses the free format
of FORTRAN77. This chapter details the necessary input requirements of the
code and describes the output along with examples of both input and output.
Guidance for choosing parameters is given in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.

4.1 INPUT REQUIREMENTS

The input fiie of SPARC-90 requires three types of information: I) pool
physical parameters, 2) inlet aerosol parameters, and 3) calculational and
output specifications. In addition, the user must specify the version of
SPARC to be used, by using 1990 or 1987 for the input variable IVERS.

4.1.1 Pool Physical Parameters

For detailed descriptions of specific suppression pools, the reader is
referred to the Safety Analysis Reports published during the licensing process
for each reactor. The suppression pool information required in SPARC-90 is not
very detailed. The input variables required are

POOLT(J) = pool temperature (°C) J=l, NDATA
POOLP(J) = pressure above the pool, absolute atmospheres, J=l, NDATA

NDATA = number of data entry points per run where input parameters are
specified

TI(J) = time values (minutes) of each data entry point J=l, NDATA

4.1.2 Inlet Aerosol Size Distribution Parameters

The parameters needed include both inlet particle characteristics as well
as inlet bulk gas characteristics. Because inlet particle sizes and flow
rates are probably the most important parameters in SPARC-90, considerable
effort should be made to specify these parameters throughout the accident
sequence. Up to 20 particle sizes are specified with the NBINS variable.
These NBIN sizes can be a discrete representation of a particle-size
distribution. The example below represents a NBINS=20 lognormal distribution
around a mass median diameter (MMD) of 1.0 E-04 cm (I _m). That DPART (NBINS)
vector combined with a vector for ZMASS(J°I), which is the percent of PMSDOT(J)
in bucket size I at time J, where the latter is the particle dry mass flow rate
entering the pool.

ZMASS(I,i) : 0.0160 ZMASS(II,I) = 15.0
ZMASS(2,I) : 0.0590 ZMASS(12,1) = 14.0
ZMASS(3,1) = 0.195 ZMASS(13,1) = 9.50
ZMASS(4,1) = 0.530 ZMASS(14,1) = 5.90
ZMASS(5,I) = 1.50 ZMASS(15,1) = 3.30
ZMASS(6,1) = 3.30 ZMASS(16,1) = 1.50
ZMASS(7,1) = 5.90 ZMASS(17,1) = 0.530
ZMASS(8,1) = 9.50 ZMASS(18,1) = 0.195
ZMASS(9,1) = 14.0 ZMASS(19,1) = 0.0590
ZMASS(IO,I) = 15.0 ZMASS(20,1) = 0.0160
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This input completes an inlet particle-size distribution at time TI(1) with a

geometric standard deviation, ag = 2, and a total inlet particle concentration
of 5 E-06 g/cm3 at the inlet gas conditions. To change the MMD by a certain
factor at input time TI(1), specify the factor by DMULT(1). If the user wishes
to change aQ, each ZMASS(J,I) must be changed, lt is easy to set o to o =
® where eac_ ZMASS(J-I,I) = ZMASS(J,I) = ZMASS(J+I,I) = 5 and to aq g= i wRere

only one ZMASS(J,I) = I00. The DPART(1) input vector can easily b_ changed for
this purpose, too.

The requirements for the carrier gas description are:

TGASIN(1) = inlet gas temperature (°C), I:I, NDATA
PGASIN(1) = absolute pressure of inlet gas (atm), I=I, NDATA

H2DOT(1) = inlet hydrogen flow rate (g/s), I=I, NDATA
H2ODOT(1) = inlet water vapor flow rate (g/s), I=i, NDATA

CODOT(1) = inlet carbon monoxide flow rate (g/s), I=1, NDATA
C02DOT(1) : inlet carbon dioxide flow rate (g/s), I=i, NDATA
AIRDOT(1) = inlet air flow rate (g/s), I=i, NDATA

DMULT(1) = particle diameter multiplier, I=i, NDATA
NGROW= supersaturation growth switch.

If the user wants to suppress supersaturation growth of particles during
bubble rise, set NGROW# i.

4.1.3 Vent Parameters

The user has three types of vent choices. Only one vent type can be
selected per SPARC run. If multiple vent types are operating during an event,
the types must be run separately with flows apportioned accordingly. The
variable selecting vent type is MVENT. MVENT = I for multiple quenchers (X,
T, or PWR); MVENT : 2 for downcomers; and MVENT = 3 for horizontal vents. If
MVENT = i, the number of holes in the multihole quencher is NVENT. If
MVENT _ I, NVENT = I. The number of MVENTS is NTYPE. The submergence (cm)
of each type is SUBXT, SUBDC, and SUBHV. The cross-sectional area of each
vent (Ax) is represented by DVENT = (Ax)I/2, cm. The enclosed sample problem
illustrates the use of these parameters (see Section 4.3).

4.1.4 Aerosol Species and Other Chemical Species Parameters

Some aerosol species and other chemical species caused by the gas require
specifying certain information.

For aerosol particles, these include:

RHOI(1) = insoluble particle density, g/cc, I=I, NDATA
RHOS(1) = soluble particle density, g/cc, I=I, NDATA

VHI(1) = van't Hoff ionization factor for soluble salts
(SPARC-87 uses this. Any number will do for SPARC-90),
I=I, NDATA
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AMWS(1) = average molecularweight of solublematerial, I=I, NDATA
SOLF(1) = dry weight fraction of solublematerial, I=1, NDATA

PMSDOT(1) = particle mass flow rate into pool, g/s, I=1, NDATA
FRCS(1) = CsOH mass fraction in PMSDOT(1), I=1, NDATA
FRRB(1) = RbOH mass fraction in PMSDOT(1), I=1, NDATA.

For iodine species, these include:

DOTI2(1) = 12 mass flow rate, g/s into pool, I=1, NDATA
ORIDOT(1) = organic iodidemass flow rate, g/s into pool, I=I, NDATA
FRPI(1) = weight fraction of soluble iodide in PMSDOT(1)

JOD: If JOD = 1, all vapor iodine species scrubbing in pool is off
MPS: If MPS = 1, subroutine PSI2ABS is called to absorb 12 in

primary system.

4.1.5 Calculationaland Output Specifications

Only four input numbers are required in this category: 1) NRISE, the
number of calculationalsteps during bubble rise; 2) NCIRC, the number of
surface area incrementson the bubble surface;3) KOUT, the desired number of
times of output; and 4) TOUT (K, K=I, KOUT) minutes (see Section 3.1.3.).

NRISE has some control over accuracy of calculations. Larger values will
give smaller rise__incrementsto the rising bubbles. Usually this should mean
that the rise, DFi, should become more accurate as NRISE increases.
Experience has shown that NRISE > 20 is desirable,but NRISE > 200 may use
unnecessarycomputer time. Another guideline is to keep 10 cm > HPD/NRISE>
1 cm.

NCIRC also has some control over the accuracyof calculations. This
value divides the surface of the bubble into NCIRC by dividing the angle 0 (in
Figure 2.2) into _/NCIRC radians. Experiencehas shown that NCIRC = 20 seems
adequate. Larger NCIRC might increase accuracy slightly,but at the expense
of computer time.

KOUT and TOUT (K, K = 1, KOUT) are the output controls. KOUT must be >1
and TOUT(l) = 0.0. No other restrictionsare on KOUT and TOUT(K) as long as
KOUT _ 100 (DIMENSIONstatement limit) and TOUT (KOUT)_ TI (NDATA).

4.1.6 Order of Input Values

SPARC is programmed by subroutine INTRO to prompt the user to name the
input file, e.g., NAMEI.INP. The subroutine then creates the output file
NAMEI.0UT. If NAMEI.INP is available, the code will commence execution.
ERROR messages will appear if the input file is incorrectlyordered.

To make a correctlyordered file, the input variable must appear in the
order specified by the 29 READ statements in subroutine INPUT (see the
Appendix). Each READ statementrequires a new row of input data, each datum
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followed by a comma, except the last datum, accordingto the free format used.
Each of the 29 READ statement variablesare now discussedbelow (see Table
4.1 for an example).

READ1,
(1st): An alphanumerictitle in the first 80 spaces
(2hd): IVERS, NDATA, NBINS in the first 72 spaces (each row followingmust

be in the first 72 spaces or on the very next row).
(3rd): TI(1), I=i, NDATA
(4rh): RHOI(1), "
(5th): RHOS(1), "
(6th): VHI(1), "
(7th): AMWS(1), "
(Sth): SOLF(I), "
(gth): PMSDOT(1), "
(iOth): FRCS(I), "
(llth): FRRB(1), "
(12th): DPART(1), J=l, NBINS
(!3th): This read statement requiresa row for ZMASS(J,I),I=1, NDATA

each J=l, NBINS
(14th): H2DOT(1), I=1, NDATA
(15th): H2ODOT(1), "
(16th): CODOT(1), "
(17th): C02DOT(1), "
(18th): AIRDOT(1), "
(Igth): DOTI2(1), "
(20th): ORIDOT(1), "
(21st): FRPI(1), "
(22nd): TGASIN(1), "
(23rd): PGASIN(1), "
(24th): PODLT(1), "
(2Sth): POOLP(1), "
(26th): DMULTI(1), "
(27th): KOUT, VPOOL, KLVN, NGROW, DX, NVENT, DVENT, MVENT, NTYPE, SUBXT,

SUBDC, SUBHV, MPS, JOD
(2Sth): TOUT(K), K=I, KOUT
(29th): NCIRC

4.2 OUTPUT DESCRIPTION

The current programmed output consists of two parts: the 'echo' of the
input file and the output calculated for each time step TOUT(K). The
calculatedoutput also consists of two parts: the essentialparticle-size
distributioninformationat the pool surface, and the bubble parameters and
other informationin the overall particle distributionand gas conditions.
These are described in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 and in examples discussed in
4.3.
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4.2.1 Output Descriptionby Particle Size

The output file per TOUT(K) is headed by a TOUT(K) print and 'Materials
Leaving Pool'. Below this is a matrix of seven vertical 20-componentvectors
of these materials for each particle size:

1. particle bin number
2. particle dry diameter (cm)
3. wet particle (cm)
4. particle flow rate, dry (g/s)
5. particle mass flow rate, wet (g/s)
6. particle number flow rate (particles/s)
7. particle decontaminationfactor.

4.2.2 AdditionalOutput

For the same TOUT_X), 37 other outlet (unlessotherwise noted) variables
are printed. These are listed in the tables in the sample problem, located
in Section 4.3.

4.3 INPUT/OUTPUTEXAMPLES - SAMPLE PROBLEM

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are examples of an input file and the output echo of
that input file. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 are examples of the output at TOUT(1) =
0.0 for the input file of Table 4.1.

4.4 PARAMETERSENSITIVITYSTUDY

This section summarizesparameter sensitivitiesin SPARC-90. With the
summary, the user can concentrateon the most importantcontrollingparameters
in specifying code input. The ranking of importanceis determined solely by
the overall decontaminationfactor.

A sensitivitystudy (Owczarskiand Postma 1984) ranked the controlling
parameters without supersaturatedparticle growth. A later paper (Owczarski
and Postma 1985) included the effects of this particle growth. Table 4.5 was
constructed from the two papers to rank the parameters. This ranking is based
on a single small orifice vent.

Under certain conditions these rankingsmay not be maintained. The
parameters themselves are not independentof each other. For example, the
particle growth mechanism, which operates because of the presence of super-
saturation in rising bubbles, has been discoveredto be very important,
especially at low particle concentration. All of the other parameters
interact in this growth mechanism. Presentexperience shows that the rankings
given in Table 4.5 remain true if inlet particle concentrationsare
>_3 E-06 g/cm3.
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TABLE 4.1. Example of an Input File

SAMPLE TEST CASE USING 1990 VERSION8/16/90
1990,3,10
I.,2.,3.
5.,5.,5.,
3.675,3.675,3.675,
2.,2.,2.
150.,150.,150.,
.0,.0,.0
2.,2.,2.,
0.00,0.00,0.00
0.,0.,0.
1.479e-5,2.187e-5,3.234E-5,4.782E-5,7.0712E-5,1.0456E-4,
1.5462E-4,2.2865E-4,3.3812e-4,5.0E-4,
.04,.04,.04,
.22,.22,.22,
.87,.87,.87,
2.76,2.76,2.76,
6.79,6.79,6.79,
13.01,13.01,13.01,
19.37,19.37,19.37,
22.46,22.46,22.46,
20.26,20.26,20.26,
14.22,14.22,14.22,
0.,0.,0.
0.9,0.16,2.,
0.,0.,0.
0.,0.,0.
100.,200.,300.,
0.,0.,0.
0.,0.,0.
0.,0.,0.
150.,150.,150.,
1.305,1.305,1.305,
58.6,58.6,58.6,
1.067,1.067,1.067,
0.4282,0.4282,0.4282
1,5.32,1,1,1.,55,0.8,1,1,250.,0.,0.,0,0
1.,2.,3.
20
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TABLE 4.2. SPARCPrintout of Table 4.1 Input File

SAUPLE TEST CASE USINQ 1990VERSION 8/18/g0

SPARC CODE VERSION = iggo

NDATA: 3

NBINS: 10

TI(1): 1.0000 2.0000 3.0000

RHOI(1): 6.0000 6.0000 6.0000

RHOS(1): 3.6760 3.8750 3.8750

VHI(1): 2.0000 2.0000 2.0000

A_S(I): 150.00 160.00 160.00

SOLF(1): .00000 .00000 .00000

P_SDOT(1): 2.0000 2.0000 2.0000

FRCS(1): .00000 .00000 .00000

FRRB(I)= 00000 .00000 .00000

DPART(J): 14790E-04 .21870E-04 .32340E-04 .47820E-04 .70712E-04
10458E-03 .15482E-03 .22885E-03 .33812E-03 .50000E-03

Z_LASS(J,I): 40000E-01 .40000E-01 .40000E-01

ZI_ASS(J,I): 22000 .22000 .22000

ZWASS(J,I): 87000 .87000 .87000

ZI_LASS(J,I): 2.7800 2.7800 2.7800

Z),4ASS(J,I)= 6.7900 6.7900 8.7900

Z_ASS(J,I): 13.010 13.010 13.010

Z_ASS(J,I): 19.370 19.370 19.370

Zl_kSS(J,l): 22.480 22.460 22.480

ZLIASS{J,I): 20.280 20.260 20.260

Z_SS(J,I)= 14.220 14.220 14.220

H2DOT(1): .00000 .00000 .00000

H2ODOT(I)= .90000 .15000 2.0000

CODOT(1): .00000 .00000 .00000

C02DOT(I)= .00000 .00000 .00000

AIRDOT(1): 100.00 200 00 300.00

DOTI2(1): .00000 .000_0 .00000

DRIDOT(I)= .00000 .00000 .00000

FRPI(I)= ,00000 .00000 .00000

TOASIN(1): 150.00 150.00 160.00

PO,ASIN(1): 1.3060 1.3050 1.3050

POOLT(1): 58.800 68.800 58.800

POOLP(1): 1.0870 1.0670 1.0670

DWULTI(1): .42820 .42820 .42820
KOUT: i

VPOOL= 5.3200

KLVN= I

NGROW= 1

DX: 1.0000

NVERT: 65

DVENT: .80000

WVENT= 1

NTYPE= 1

SUBXT: 250.00

SUBDC: .00000

SUBHV: .00000

_PS: 0

JOD= 0

TOUT(I): 1.0000
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TABLE 4.3. Particle-SizeOutput Data for Table 4.1 Input File at 0.0 min.

TOUT( I): 1.H MINUTE. MATERIkLSLF_kVINGPOOL

PARTICLE PARTICLE PARTICLE GRAMS GRAMS NUMBER DECON.

BIN DIAM DIAM PER SEC PER SEC PER SEC FACTOR

NUMBER DRY (CM) WET (CM) DRY WET DF

1 6,3331E-B6 6.3331E-_6 6._532E-94 6._532E-e4 g 1_28E-11 1.3216E.Oe

2 9 3647E-_6 9.3647E-_6 3._324E-_3 3._324E-_3 1 41_3E*12 1.4510E._
3 1 3848E-85 1.3848E-_5 9.768_E-_3 9.7680E-_3 1 4_50E*12 1.7813E+e_

4 2 _477E-_5 2.8477E-_5 1.9983E-_2 1.gg83E-_2 8 89_6E+11 2.7623E._
5 3 _279E-_5 3._279E-_5 1.8355E-_2 1.6355E-_2 2 25_4E*11 8.3_33E._

8 4 4773E-_5 4.4773E-_5 1._385E-e2 1.e385E-_2 4 4198E+1_ 2.5055E*_1

7 B 62_8E-e5 6.6208E-_5 6.2986E-e4 B.2966E-_4 8 2871E*_8 6.1525E+_2

8 9 79_8E-_5 9.7988E-Q5 8.6697E-B7 8.6697E-_7 3 5284E*_5 5.1812E*_5

9 1 4478E-B4 1.4478E-e4 4.7877E-13 4.7877E-13 6 _257E-_2 8.4633E.11

1B 2 141_E-|4 2.141|E-B4 1.611BE-28 1.611_E-26 6 27_1E-16 1.7654E+25
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TABLE 4.4. Overall Aerosol Properties and Other Parameters - Part of the
Output File for Table 4.1 Input File at 0.0 min.

S.e_HE-O! DRY PARTICLEDENSITY((_/CM**3)

6.8167E-OB NUMBERMEDIANPARTICLERADIUSOF DRY PARTICLES(CM)

B.8157E-_8 Nl_BERMEDIANPARTICLERADIUSOF WET PARTICLES(CM)

1.596gE,B_ GEOMETRICSTANDARDDEVIATIONOF DRY PARTICLES

1.5989E+_ GEOMETRICSTANDARDDEVIATIONOF |ET PARTICLES

2._B_E,eB TOTALGRAMS/SECDRY PARTICLESINTO POOL

8.8760E-02 TOTALQRAI_/SECDRY PARTICLESLEAVINGPOOL

2.1488E-(_BPARTICLECONCENTRATIONUPSTREAMOF VENT EXIT (G/CM**8)

1.2824E,_8 NL_BERCONCENTRATIONUPSTREAMOF VENT EXIT (I/CM,_8)

2.3883E-OB PARTICLECONCENTRATIONOUTSIDEOF VENT EXIT (G/CM**3)

5.88_BE,_I POOL TE_IPERATURE(DEGREESCELSIUS)

1.087_E,68PRESSUREABOVEPOOL (ATId)

9.3788E,_1 RELATIVEHUUIDITYOF GAS LEAVINGPOOL (PERCENT)

9.3894E,_4TOTALVOLUMETRICFLOW RATE INTO POOL (CC/S)

1.8889E,_5TOTAL VOL_ETRIC FLOW RATE OUT OF POOL (CC/S)

8.8888E,80 TOTALFLOI RATEOF 12 INTOPOOL ((_OLES/S)

8.8888E,08 FLOW RATE OF VAPORI2 INTOPOOL (O_OLES/S)

8.8888E,H FLOW RATE OF PARTICULATEI2 INTOPOOL (GMOLES/S)

8._8_E,00 TOTALFLOW RATE OF 12 OUT OF POOL (OJWOLES/S)

8._B88E,_8 FLOW RATE OF VAPOR 12 OUT OF POOL (QI_OLES/S)

g._(588E,_8FLOW RATEOF PARTICULATEI2 OUT OF POOL (QMOLES/S)

8._(_8_E,_8HALFLIFE OF I2 VAPORIN PRIMARYSYSTEW(SEC)

8.8_88E+B_ POOL PARTICLECONCENTRATION(G/LITER)

8._88E,08 TOTALPOOL PARTICULATE;LASS(G)

8.8_BSE,H POOL IODINECONCENTRATION((W_OLESI2/L)

8.8888E,_8 POOL IODIDECONCENTRATIONFROM PARTICLES(GMDLESI2/L)

8._888E,_ POOL ORGANICIODIDECONCENTRATION(GMOLES/L)

_.8_88E*_8TOTALPOOL IODINEAS I2 ((_OLES)

8._BBBE.S(_PH

•1888E,_I DECONTAMINATIONFACTORBY EARLYCONDENSATION

.3292E,_2 OVERALLPARTICLEDECONTAMINATIONFACTOR

.188BE*Q1 APPARENTI2 DF

•1QQQE*81 I2 OVERALLDECONTAI_INATIONFACTOR

.1888E,_IOVERALLORGANICIODIDEDI:

POOL DECONTAMINATIONFACTORSINTEGRATEDOVER DURATIONOF FLOWSFROM TOUT(l)TO TOUT(KOUT)

3.2glTE_81 TIME INTEGRATEDPARTICLEDF

I.H88E,8e TI_E INTEGRATED12 DF

1.88_E*H TIME INTEGRATEDORGANICIODIDEDF
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TABLE 4.5. ParameterSensitivitySummary

Most Important

• Particle size distribution

Very Important

• Particle concentration
• Bubble size/shape
• Volume fraction of steam in inlet gas
• Particle density

Intermediate Importance

• Pool temperature
• Pool depth
• Percent of solublematerial in particles

Least Important

• Noncondensiblegas composition
• Pressure above pool
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5.0 MODELDATACOMPARISONS

5.1 INITIAL COMPARISON

Initial model data comparisons are reported by Owczarski and Winegardner
(1985). Underprediction of the extent of particle scrubbing prompted several
empirically based modifications to the code. Specifically, in the various
models in SPARC-87, six experimental constants are now needed: two for the
vent exit scrubbing mndel, two for a bubble redispersion model, and one each
for particle solubility effects and effective bubble size. SPARC-90eliminates
the need for some of these experimental constants.

5.1.1 Initial Data Base

The data base (Cunaneet al. 1985) availablefor initialcomparison
consists of particle scrubbingmeasurementstaken in a pool using a O.5-in.
diameter horizontal injector. The followingconditions were varied during 56
different experiments: inert gas composition (air or helium); steam
composition;gas flow rate; injectordepth; pool temperature (ambientor near
boiling); and aerosol (Csl, Te02, or Sn) size, solubility,density, and
concentration. Decontaminationfactor measurementsfor each experiment consist
of the time-integratedparticlemass flow rate into the pool divided by time-
integrated particle mass flow rate out of the pool. These DFs are reported
along with estimates of experimentaluncertainty.

5.1.2 Comparison Criteria

The comparison criteria used are based on the agreement between measured
and calculated log DFs. The quantitative degree of agreement can be
calculated using three quantities for n experiments: standard error (SE),
mean difference (MD), and coefficient of correlation (R2). These quantities
are defined as

SE = {Z [log DF(measured)- log DF(calculated)]j2/n}I/2 (5.1)
J

MD : Z [log DF(measured)- log DF(calculated)]j/n (5.2)
J

R2 = [I - n(SE)2 ] 100 (5.3)
Zj [log DF(measured)- log DFM]j2

where log DFM = Z log DF(measured)j/n.
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5.1.3 SPARC-87 Models

Before comparison results are presented, two new models for SPARC are
discussed. These models were found to be necessary to explain unacceptable
differences between experimental and calculated values. The horizontal
injector causes considerable gas momentum to exist in the initial globules,
which causes particle scrubbing by inertial deposition from centrifugal forces.
During swarm rise, bubbles coalesce and redisperse. The redispersion process
also causes curved surface motion resulting in centrifugal force deposition.
The new models are discussed below.

For vent exit bubble inertia, the initial globule scrubbing velocity for
particle size i is a function of the injection rate. An analysis of globule
volume and velocity suggest that the injection DF be of the form

DFi = exp[Al Vs(i)Ve A2] (5.4)

where AI and A2 are experimental constants, Vs(i ) is the settling velocity of
particle size i, and Ve is the vent exit velocity. See Section 2.1 for
additional discussion of the model.

Similarly, the bubble dispersion model DF can be expressed as

DFi = exp[E Vs(i) 7At/dbg_] (5.5)

where E is an experimental parameter related to the formation frequency of a
bubble, 7 is the liquid surface tension, _ is the liquid viscosity, db is
the bubble equivalent volume sphere diameter, At is the total bubble rise
time, and g is the acceleration of gravity. The parameter E depends on the
swarm density which, in turn, depends on swarm volume flow rate Gs. In SPARC,
an empirical model assumes that

A4
E = A3 Gs (5.6)

where A3 and A4 are experimental constants.

5.1.4 Initial Comparison Results

Before the development and application of the new models, the first
comparison did not look promising. Prototype SPARC DFs were always lower
than experimental DFs and often by orders of magnitude (Owczarski, Postma,
and Schreck 1985). The initial comparison gave SE = 1.03, MD = 0.79, and R2
= 7.229. The SE value can be interpreted as an average spread factor of 10.6
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and the MD as an under prediction factor of 6.2. Obviously the prototype
SPARC model did not account for one or more particle capture mechanisms.

With the inclusion of two new models, the parameter (experimental
constant) optimization process began This entailed changing one experimental
constant at a time until the lowest SE and MD and largest R2 values were
obtained for each. This process was repeated once for each constant. A
noticeable improvement in agreement was observed. Th:s agreement was reflected
in SE = 0.42, MD = 0.072, and R2 = 83_. The SE can be interpreted as a spread
factor of 2.6 (antilog of SE_ and the MD as an underprediction factor of 1.2
(antilog of MD). The high Rz seems adequate.

There is an uncertainty in the data that is not reflected in the
experimental uncertainty estimates. Too few replicate runs were made to
determine the true experimental variance. If all of the data were true, the
user of SPARC-87 has an apparent 68_ certainty that the SPARC DF is within a
factor of 2.6 of the true DF. Because the data base has noise in itself, one
cannot calculate the true uncertainty of the SPARC-87 DF. Without this
information, the adequacy of SPARC-87 for use in accident analyses should be
judged on its apparent uncertainty relative to the uncertainty of all other
calculational methods of the accident analysis.

The other experimental constants that have been obtained indicate that
the area mean bubble diameter multiplier (of volume mean bubble diameter) da
appears to be the best single size representative of the swarm and that the
effect of particle solubility on particle growth is present but less than
expected. Values of the six experimental constants are provided here.

AI = 18.56
A2 = 0.512
A3 = 0.034
A4 = 0.5

SATMLT = 0.88
w

da = 0.912

Only A3, A4, and da are used in SPARC-90.

5.1.5 SPARC lodine Scrubbinq Comparisons

No large-scale data were available for iodine vapor species comparisons.
However, iodine capture models are validated by small-scale tests. The data
of Diffey et al. (1965) compare favorably with SPARC calculations for both 12
and CH31.
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5.2 SPARC-87COMPARISON

The topic of this section is the summary of results of comparisons of
SPARC-87with Advanced Containment Experiments (ACE)(a) (multihole) and
Battelle Columbus Laboratories (BCL) (courtesy of EPRI, see acknowledgments)
(large vents and varying multihole vents) experimental data. The SPARC-87
version has the various vent models (empirical scrubbing and large bubble
breakup) in operation. Table 5.1 summarizes the particle scrubbing DFs for
the ACEexperiments and SPARCcalculated DFs (SPARCA and SPARCB corresponding
to each available particle size data set). Table 5.2 summarizes the BCL
data/SPARC comparison. Data codes in Table 5.2 are: HV = 2-ft diameter
horizontal vent; DC = 2-ft diameter downcomer; and MH : multihole spargers
(i0, i0, 4, 4, I = no. of O.5-in. diameter holes in MHI to MH5, respectively).
Figure 5.1 is a log/log plot of the two DF data sets of Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

Some statistical parameters that show the agreement between SPARC-87and
all the experimental data of the figure are: MD = 0.00531, SE = 0.4808, and
R2 = 83.9. MD and SE values can be interpreted using the antilogs of MD and
SE, 1.012 and 3.03, respectively. The former indicates that the average ratio
of all the comparison points does not favor overpredicting or underpredicting.
the latter indicates that one is 684 certain that a SPARC-87estimate will be
within a factor of 3 with an experimental measurement. The R2 value is 83.94
of i00, a perfect correlation of data and experiment.

TABLE 5.1. SPARC-87/ACEDF Comparisons

Experimental SPARC SPARC Ratio Ratio
Data Aerosol A B A B

145.0 CsOH 522.421 490.444 3.603 3.382
47.0 Csl 196.334 202.985 4.177 4.319
ii.0 MnO 81.295 113.439 7.390 10.313

840.0 CsOH 218.971 452.353 0.261 0.539
1500.0 Csl 632.454 115.701 0.422 0.077
260.0 MnO 141.835 332.777 0.546 1.280

320.0 CsOH 1207.978 3.775
220.0 Csl 197.996 0.900

75.0 MnO 60.779 0.810

3000.0 CsOH 1122.442 1123.149 0.374 0.374
1300.0 Csl 882.875 637.785 0.679 0.491
180.0 MnO 431.878 1911.446 2.399 10.619

(a) Documented in Allemann and Bamberger, Advanced Containment Experiments,
ACE-TR-AI3, June 1990. For further information, contact the Electric
Power Research Institute.
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TABLE 5.2. SPARC-87/BCLDF Comparisons

Experimental Vent
Data Type(a) SPARC Ratio

1.4 DCl 1.190 0.850
2.1 DC2 1.167 0.556
1.4 DC3 6.793 4.852
6.1 DC4 2.086 0.342
5.3 DC5 1.783 0.336
4.7 DC6 8.359 1.779
2.9 HVl 1.099 0.379
2.8 HV2 1.385 0.495
3.8 HV3 1.266 0.333
1.3 HV4 2.101 1.616
2.8 HV5 1.611 0.575
4.0 HV6 2.419 0.605
3.8 MHI 2.880 0.758
2.3 MH2 1.958 0.851
4.6 MH3 4.115 0.895
3.2 MH4 3.665 1.145
7.0 MH5 5.851 0.836

(a) HV = 2-ft diameter horizontal vent; DC = 2-ft diameter
downcomer; and MH = multihole spargers (i0, I0, 4, 4,
I = no. of O.5-in. diameter holes in MHI to MH5,
respectively).
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FIGURE5.1. Log/Log Plot of the Two DF Data Sets of Tables 5.1 and 5.2
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5.3 SPARC-90 COMPARISON

The SPARC-90 code was used to calculate DFs in the same way as SPARC-87
for the same two data sets. The comparisons are presented similarly in Tables
5.3 and 5.4.

Corresponding statistical parameters are MD = -0.088, SE = 0.360, and
R2 = 90.8. The antilogs of MD and SE are 0.817 and 2.29, respectively.
Because these values are not greatly different from those of SPARC-87, one
might be concerned about the attainable limit achievable when comparing
improved model calculations with experiments. The degree of improvement is
certainly limited by the range of uncertainties in the data. A good hint of
these uncertainties can be made by comparing the ratio A to ratio B values in
Tables 5.1 and 5.3. Here the particle sizes measured produced a high degree
of spread in calculated DFs (A:B) for a single DF measured in several
experiments. So one concludes that model inadequacies are not the sole reason
for differences in model/data comparisons.

Input data files for the SPARC-90/ACE comparisons were compiled in a
manner that was probably not the most compatible with the intended use of
either SPARC-87 or SPARC-90. The Csl and CsOH were considered in SPARC-90
input tables as separate aerosol species. Experimentally, the Csl was produced
by vapor 12 and solid CsOH reaction producing a solubl_ aerosol of mixed
species. This mixed aerosol could have been handled by SPARC-90. However,
because experimental DFs and particle sizes were supplied in the separated
fashion, the separate species comparisons are reported here, even though the
mixed aerosols would be preferred and more realistic.

TABLE 5.3. SPARC-90/ACE DF Comparisons

Experimental SPARC SPARC Ratio Ratio
Data Aerosol A B A B

145.0 CsOH 72.723 62.165 0.502 0.429
47.0 Csl 25.199 26.820 0.536 0.571
II.0 MnO 9.154 10.094 0.832 0.918

840.0 CsOH 433.741 1009.831 0.516 1.202
1500.0 Csl 1057.541 159.924 0.705 0.107
260.0 MnO 74.353 151.007 0.286 0.581

320.0 CsOH 320.000 2399.003 7.497
220.0 Csl 220.000 223.043 1.014

75.0 MnO 75.000 49.790 0.664

3000.0 CsOH 3436.014 3477.014 1.145 1.159
1300.0 tsl 1696.867 1098.989 1.305 0.845

180.0 MnO 264.723 1033.478 1.471 5.742
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TABLE 5.4. SPARC-90/BCL DF Comparisons

Experip Input
Da, File SPARC Ratiom

1.4 DCI 1.251 0.894
2.1 DC2 1.221 0.581
1.4 DC3 7.891 5.636
6.1 DC4 2.580 0.423
5.3 DC5 2.041 0.385
4.7 DC6 11.363 2.418
2.9 HVl 1.148 0.396
2.8 HV2 1.593 0.569
3.8 HV3 1.384 0.364
1.3 HV4 2.110 1.623
2.8 HV5 1.616 0.577
4.0 HV6 2.429 0.607
3.8 MHI 2.659 0.700
2.3 MH2 1.546 0.672
4.6 MH3 3.463 0.753
3.2 MH4 3.728 1.165
7.0 MH5 5.971 0.853

There are assumptions in SPARC-90 that could be replaced with mechanistic
models. The first assumption is that the incoming soluble particles are in
equilibrium with the incoming gas. The second is that the incoming soluble
particles are in equilibrium at S = 0.99 (if steam is condensing) or S = 0.975
(if steam is not condensing) after the breakup of the initial globule into
the stable bubble swarm. Models needed are those to calculate dynamic heat
and mass transfer and the resulting saturation during initial globule formation
and subsequent breakup.
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APPENDIX

SPARC-90 LISTING OF INPUT SUBROUTINES



|debug

C

C INTROSUBROUTINE

C

SUBROUTINEINTRO(INFILE,OUTFILE,IVERS)

character,49 infile,outfile

write(6,999)

999 format(//,Igx,'SP k R C 99',//)
writ,e (6,991)

991 format(//,Bx,'Enter the input file name) ',II)
read(B,' (a)')infi le

open(uni t=4, f i Ie=inf i le, status= 'old', i ostat= ier)

if(ier .ne. 9) then

write(6,992)

992 format(/,3x, '**** ERRORopening input, fi le ****')

stop
endif

wr it,e(6,993) infi le

993 format(/,Bx,'Input file opened: ',a49)

do i = 1,49

if(infile(i:i) .eq. '.') len = i - 1
enddo

out,li le = infi le(i: len)//'.OUT'

open(uni t=3, f i Ie=out,f i Ie, status= 'unknown', iostat= i• r)
if(ier .ne. 9) then

writeCB,994)

g94 format(/,3x,'**** ERRORopening output, fi le ****')
stop

endif

c lose(3)

write(6,g95)outf i le

995 foraat(/,Bx,'Output file opened: ',a49)

write(8,998)

998 format(//,19x,'Beginning Execut,ion. . .',//)

open(uni t=6, f i Ie=outf i Ie, status=' unknown')

RETURN

END
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SUBROUTINEINPUT

C

C THIS ROUTINEWILL HANDLEINPUTTO THE MODEL

C CALLEDFORM THE MAIN CODE.

C

CHARACTERHEAD1,i6

CDI_ON/BLK1/PC,AS,TC,AS,RHOTI,RHOTS,SOLFT,CSFR,RBFR

•, , ZMSS(26), H2DT,H2ODT,PMDT,DPART(2e), DMULT,NBINS,TI2HLF,SUM

DIMENSIONAIRDOT(56),AJS(56),

• CODOT(56),CO2DOT(5e),DMULTI(56),DOTI2(Bi),

+ FRCS(51),FRRBCB9),FRPI(50), H2DOTCii), H2ODOT(56),

•, ORIDOT(58),PGASIN(56),P_SDOT(5Q),

• POOLP(56),POOLT(56),RHOI(56),RHOS(Bi),

• SOLF(5e),TGASIN(Si),TI(Si),TOUT(lee),

• VHI(Be),ZMASS(26,56)

COMMON/BLK2/HEAD1,IVERS,NDATA,TI,RHOI,RHOS,VHI,/_S,SOLF,

•, PMSDOT,FRCS,FRRB,ZMASS,H2DOT,H2ODOT,

• CODOT,C02DOT,AIRDOT,DOTI2,ORIDOT,FRPI,TGASIN,

+ PC,ASI N,POOLT,POOLP,DMUL.TI,KOUT,VPOOL,KLVN,NGRO|,DX,

. NVENT,DVENT,WENT,NTYPE,SUBXT,SUBDC,SUBHV,MPS,JOD,

• TOUT,NCIRC

READ(4,8e)HEAD1

89 FORMAT(A86)

|RITE(B,,)HEADI

READ(4,,)IVERS,NDATA,NBINS

|RITE(B,,)'SPARCCODE VERSION= ',IVERS

|RITE(B,103)'NDATA=',NDATA,'NBINS=',NBINS

READ(4,.)(TI(I),I=1,NDATA)

|RITE(B,192) 'TI(I)=',(TI(I),I=I,NDATA)

READ(4,,)(RHOI(I),I=l,NDATA)

|RITE(B,192) 'RHOI(I)=',(RHOI(I),I=I,NDAT^)

READ(4,,)(RHOS(I),I=i,NDATA)

WRITE(B,162) 'RHOS(I)=',(RHOS(I),I=i,NDATA)

READ(4,,)(VHI(I),I=I,NDATA)

WRITE(B,192) 'VHI(I)=',(VHI(1),I=1,NDATA)

READ(4,,)(AIRS(I),I=l,NDATA)

WRITE(B,162)'/_S(I)=',(A_(I),I=I,NDATA)

READ(4,,)(SOLF(I),I=i,NDATA)

WRITE(B,162) 'SOLF(I)=',(SOLF(I),I=I,NDATA)

READ(4,,)(PMSDOT(I),I=i,NDATA)

WRITE(B,162) 'PMSDOT(1)=',(PMSDOT(I),I--i,NDATA}

READ(4,,)(FRCS(I),I=1,NDATA)

WRITE(B,162) 'FRCS(I)=',(FRCS(I),I=I,NDATA)

READ(4,,}(FRRB(I),I=i,NDATA)

WRITE(B,162) 'FRRB(I)=',(FRRB(I),I=I,NDATA)

READ(4,,)(DPART(J),J=l,NBINS)

WRITE(B,112) 'DPART(J)=',(DPART(J),J=l,NBINS)

DO 5 J=I,NBIHS

READ(4,,)(ZMASS(J,I),i=I,NDATA)
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5 |RITE(B,102) 'ZMASS(J,I):',(ZMASS(J,I),I=1,NDATA)

READ(4,,)(H2DOT(I),I=1,NDATA)

WRITE(B,102) 'H2DOT(I)=',(H2DOT(I),I=i,NDATA)

READ(4,,)(H2ODOT(1),I=i,NDATA)

WRITE(B,102) 'H2DDOT(I)=',(H2ODOT(1),I=l,NDATA)

READ(4,,)(CODOT(I),I=I,NDATA)

|RITE(B,102) 'CODOT(I)=',(CODOT(I),I=I,NDATA)

READ(4,.)(CD2DOT(1),I=I,NDAT^)

WRITE(B,102) 'CD2DOT(I)=',(CO2DOT(1),I=1,NDATA)

READ(4,,)(AIRDOT(1),I=i,NDATA)

WRITE(8,1_2)'AIRDOT(I)=',(AIRDOT(1),I=I,NDATA)

READ(4,,) (DOTI2(I),I=l,NDATA)

WRITE(B,le2) 'DOTI2(I)=',(DOTI2(I),I=1,NDATA)

READ(4,,)(ORIDOT(I),I=I,NDATA)

WRITE(8,ig2) 'ORIDOT(I)=',(ORIDOT(1),I=I,NDATA)

READ(4,.)(FRPI(I),I=i,NDATA)

IRITE(B,182) 'FRPI(I)=',(FRPI(I),I=l,NDATA)

READ(4,.)(TO,ASIN(I),I=I,NDATA)

WRITE(B,1Q2) 'TGASIN(I)=',(TCASIN(1),I=l,NDATA)

READ(4,,)(PGASIN(1),I=l,NDATA)

WRITE(B,I_2) 'PGASIN(I)=',(PC,ASIN(1),I=1,NDATA)

READ(4,.)(POOLT(I),I=I,NDATA)

WRITE(B,I02) 'POOLT(I)=',(POOLT(I),I=i,NDATA)

READ(4,.)(POOLP(I),I=l,NDATA)

|RITE(B,102) 'POOLP(I)=',(POOLP(1),I=l,NDATA)

READ(4,.)(DMIITI(1),I=I,NDATA)

|RITE(B,lg2)'DMULTI(I)=',(DMULTI(I),I=i,NDATA)
C

READ(4,.)KOUT,VPOOL,KLVN,NGRDW,DX,NVENT,DVENT,MVENT,NTYPE,

1 SUBXT,SUBDC,SUBHV,IdPS,JOD

WRITE(B,163)'KOUT=',KOUT

IRITE(B,I_2)'VPOOL=_,VPOOL

WRITE(B,103) 'KLVN=',KLVN

IRITE(B,103) 'NGROW=',NGRO|

WRITE(8,102)'DX=',DX

|RITE(BolOS)'NVENT=',NVENT

WRITE(B,102) 'DVENT=',DVEIWT

|RITE(B,103)'MVENT=',_ENT

IRITE(B,163)'NTYPE=',NTYPE

WRITE(B,lg2)'SUBXT=',SUBXT

|RITE(B,102)'SUBDC=',SUBDC

WRITE(B,i_2)'SUBHV=',SUBHV

WRITE(B,1B3)'MPS=',uPS

|RITE(B,183)'JOD=',JOD

READ(4,,)(TOUT(I),I=I,KOUT)

WRITE(B,I_2) 'TOUT(I)=',(TOUT(I),I=l,KOUT)

READ(4,,)NCIRC

IRITE(8,103)'NCIRC='°NCIRC

1_2 FDRMAT(IX,A,T15,g(2X,Gl1.S))

I_3 FOR_T(1X,A,T16,Ig)

RETURN

END
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